
1 See the inventory from 25 June 1672, published as appendix IIIa in Kernkamp (ed.), 
“Brieven (1667–1685),” 137–140.

2 See the letter of Pieter de Groot to Abraham de Wicquefort, 4 July 1673, in Lettres 
à Abraham de Wicquefort (1668–1674), ed. F.J.L. Krämer (The Hague, 1894), 134. Cf. 
Machiavelli’s famous letter to Francesco Vettori, 10 December 1513, in Lettere a Francesco 
Vettori e a Francesco Guicciardini (1513–1537), ed. Giorgio Inglese (Milan: Rizzoli, 2002), 
192–196.

3 Cf. the cynical comments in Sinryke Fabulen, 16, where De la Court covertly apolo-
gizes for his escape to Antwerp and blames his compatriots for not having listened to his 
warnings.

4 [Pieter de la Court van der Voort], Byzondere aanmerkingen over het aenleggen van 
pragtige en gemeene landhuizen, lusthoven, plantagien en aenklevende cieraden (Leiden, 
1737). On the mixed fate of the De la Court family in the eighteenth century, see Maarten 
Prak, Gezeten burgers. De elite in een Hollandse stad, Leiden 1700–1780 (Amsterdam etc.: 
De Bataafsche Leeuw, 1985).

CHAPTER FIVE

CONCORD AND TOLERATION

In the hot summer of 1672, when the Dutch Republic fell prey to a climac-
tic combination of foreign assault and internal uproar, Pieter de la Court 
prepared for escape. The regime of ‘True Liberty’ had fallen apart, the 
enemy’s armies stood at the borders of Holland – only halted thanks to an 
improvised realization of De la Court’s plan to protect the province with a 
large trench – and De la Court himself packed his most valuable belong-
ings: jewellery, silver service, pocket-sized Latin books, and a copy of the 
New Testament with golden clasps, a pious indication of the wise mer-
chant’s wealth.1 Shortly thereafter, De la Court fled to Antwerp, where he 
would remain for more than a year, killing his time playing trick-track, 
that favourite pastime of republican exiles, with other refugees like Pieter 
de Groot.2 When De la Court eventually returned home at the end of 1673, 
he wisely, if also rather bitterly, decided not to interfere in the political 
debate again.3 Another pastime called for his attention: his garden at his 
country estate Meerburg, on the banks of a branch of the Rhine near 
Leiden. Legend has it that Meerburg was the site where the fĳirst European 
pineapple was cultivated; be that as it may, De la Court’s son, who never 
proved to be endowed with his father’s sharp political pen, inherited 
at least some of his enthusiasm, and decades later he would publish a lav-
ishly illustrated treatise on the art of horticulture.4
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5 Justus Lipsius, A Discourse of Constancy (London, 1654), 75–77. For a detailed analysis, 
see Mark Morford, “The Stoic Garden,” Journal of Garden History 7, 2 (1987), 151–175. Pieter 
de la Court van der Voort owned a copy of the Leiden 1589 edition of De constantia, as well 
as Lipsius’s Politica (Leiden, 1634) and Opera Omnia (Antwerp, 1637): Library, fols. 15, 20, 31.

Yet for De la Court, the days at Meerburg must have had a more 
profound signifĳicance. As Lipsius proclaimed almost a century before, 
a “delight in Gardens is Commendable; a Pleasure, to which … the 
Best, and most Ingenuous Men are inclin’d by Nature”. Writing at the 
height of the religious warfare that shattered his native Netherlands in 
the late sixteenth century, Lipsius presented the private world of the 
secluded  garden as a heaven of constancy, a peaceful retreat where 
one could hide from the turmoil of the public realm and the violent 
passions of one’s soul. “May my time ever pass away amongst your 
Shades!” Lipsius addressed his stoic garden. “May it be lawful for me, being 
deliver’d from the Wild, endless Tumults of the People, with a free, satisfy’d 
Eye, to wander among these Flowers, of the knowne, and unknown 
World!”5 De la Court, in the wake of his own turbulent experiences, 
must have found a similarly serene shelter at Meerburg, far away from 
the concerns of daily life and the turmoil of politics. But such a stoical 
retreat still involved a clear political stance: as a place for conversation 
and debate and as a symbol of both order and variety, Lipsius’s garden 
embodied a blooming civil society where the roots of dissension and 
upheaval are rigorously curtailed to cultivate the fruits of harmonious 
diversity.

This image of a stoic garden of concord and constancy represents the 
De la Courts’ account of how to establish stability and peace in a society 
characterised by religious conflict and political unrest. As I will argue in 
this fĳifth and fĳinal chapter, the brothers De la Court experienced an 
‘Erasmian moment’ which involved a strong rejection of revolutionary 
change, a parallel attack at clerical interference in politics, and a commer-
cially inspired commitment to religious freedom. Adopting the Grotian 
claim that the civil sovereign holds supreme authority over all ecclesiasti-
cal afffairs, the De la Courts pleaded for a broad public church overseen 
by the magistracy, which tolerates confessional dissent in private. This 
ideology of toleration, in particular for the sake of commercial prosperity, 
was fairly far-reaching since it also included Catholics. Yet the brothers’ 
tolerationist stance remained limited by their embrace of a single true 
faith, based on the purity of Scripture. The inviolability of Scripture also 
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6 See the comprehensive overview of this language of concord in Van Gelderen, “The 
Low Countries.”

7 Politike Weeg-schaal III.III.6, p. 666: “Want men, rebelleerende teegen de Regeeringe 
die in wesen is, (de facto) dadelik invoert de natureliken stand ofte Oorlog aller Ingezeetenen 
tegens malkander.”

delimited the De la Courts’ conception of free speech, which involved 
a dedicated yet altogether futile attempt to create consensus through 
outspokenness.

The Erasmian Moment

Curtailing the Roots of Discord

Since the days of Erasmus, political thought in the Netherlands was domi-
nated by the language of concord. As the offfĳicial motto of the Dutch 
Republic, taken from Sallust, self-assuredly declared: concordia res parvae 
crescunt, discordia maximae dilabuntur, ‘in concord small afffairs rise; in 
discord even the largest decline’.6 The brothers De la Court clearly adhered 
to this Erasmian legacy that emphasized the values of consensus, resigna-
tion, and constancy over conflict, defĳiance, and agitation. They emphati-
cally stressed the civic duty of acquiescing to one’s political fate and 
forcefully rejected any attempt to rebel against the powers in being. This 
sceptical argument against revolutionary change was especially directed 
against those who, according to the De la Courts, threatened the delicate 
balance in the Dutch body politic: the supporters of the Stadholderate, 
organized economic factions such as guilds, and the orthodox clergy. 
Only if the rebellious designs of these pressure groups were utterly eradi-
cated, concord in society would be maintained so that the republic could 
endure the whims of fortune.

The spectre of civil disorder that haunted seventeenth-century Europe 
clearly lies at the basis of the insistence with which the De la Courts 
argued against open rebellion. In the 1650s and 1660s, the memories of the 
Dutch Revolt were still fresh, while the more recent episodes of civil war 
and revolt in France and England served as an equally distressing reminder 
of the dangers of political and religious upheaval. Reflecting on these 
experiences, the Politike Weeg-schaal ends with a sceptical conclusion 
that reproves all desire for open rebellion: “For, rebelling against the 
Government in being (de facto), one immediately establishes the state of 
nature or War of all Inhabitants against all.”7
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  8 Stevin, Burgherlick leven, esp. 41–47. Stevin is quoted in Sinryke Fabulen, 453.
  9 Ibidem, 126: “Eerlicke ghewelt.”
10 Welvaren 79, p. 170: “… altijds sal ick vervloecken een onderdaen, die veranderinge in 

der Regeeringe traght te brengen.” Aanwysing III.8, p. 523: “Boni Civis est liberum Reipublicae 
Statum tueri, nec eum mutatum velle.” The quote is from the preface to Erasmus’s edition 
of Suetonius in the Historiae Augustae scriptores, published in Erasmus, Opus epistolarum, 
ed. P.S. Allen et al., 12 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1906–1958), vol. II: nr. 586, p. 585. This 
Erasmian maxim was one of the main slogans of the advocates of ‘True Liberty’: see e.g. 
“Een korte verhandelinge van de nootsakelijckheydt ofte den ondienst van een stadthouder 
in Hollandt ende West-Vrieslant, en dat in dese tijden,” in Uytenhage, De Stadhouderlijcke 
Regeeringe in Hollandt ende West-Vrieslant (Amsterdam, 1662).

This Hobbesian defence of de facto political power might come as a 
surprise given the inflammatory anti-Orangist rhetoric of the brothers’ 
work. Yet as I have argued above in chapter 3, the De la Courts appropri-
ated Hobbes to legitimize the establishment of the regime of ‘True Liberty’ 
after the death of William II. They employed the language of de facto rule 
and the state of nature to strengthen a fairly conventional argument 
against illegitimate rebellion. This argument was an essential element of 
the legacy of Lipsius and his followers. For example, in his 1590 treatise 
Vita politica, the famous engineer and mathematician Simon Stevin high-
lighted in a Lipsian vein the disasters that would be brought about by civil 
disobedience.8 The brothers De la Court, who read Stevin, radicalized this 
argument to justify the new political order of the Stadholderless era. 
While Stevin argued in line with the conventional justifĳication of the 
Revolt against Philip II that “honest violence” should be allowed to over-
come tyranny,9 the De la Courts suggested that in principle every de facto 
government is to be obeyed.

On the one hand, this stance is an important element of the brothers’ 
establishment of authorial ethos: in order to please and pacify their read-
ers among the regent establishment, the De la Courts insist that they do 
not intend to overthrow the powers in being but rather instruct their 
fellow citizens to abide by the status quo. As Het welvaren van Leiden, 
dedicated to the Leiden patrician Eleman, insists, “I will always curse a 
subject who tries to bring about change in the Government”. Similarly, 
the Aanwysing concludes with a resounding quote from Erasmus that a 
good patriot should always defend the existing order.10 Yet on the other 
hand, apart from such rhetorical reassurance, the De la Courts’ abhor-
rence of revolt also involves a more fundamental move in its repudiation 
of resistance theory and Monarchomach thought. Unlike the resistance 
republicanism of their English contemporaries such as Milton (and later 
Locke), the De la Courts have a very sceptical outlook on the utility of 
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11 Politike Weeg-schaal III.III.6, p. 669, also quoted in Welvaren 79, p. 171. For the origi-
nal, see Montaigne, Essays III.9, p. 1002. The library of De la Court van der Voort had a 
sumptuous folio edition of the Essays (Paris, 1635): Library, fol. 17.

12 Politike Discoursen I.II.27, p. 172: “Maar veel ligter is een oproer in een quaalik gestelde 
Republijk uit te voeren, daar men de Leeden soo ongelijk laat groejen, dat een die lang over 
’t Krijgs-volk gebied, magt, en agtbaarheid genoeg krijgd, om alles te verkragten.” Cf. the 
comparable passage in Ibidem II.V.8, p. 128–130.

13 Aanwysing II.12, p. 333: “… het Trojaanse Paard op het binnen-Hof.”

sweeping political change. This attitude is in particular informed by the 
politique scepticism of Montaigne and exemplifĳied by the verses of the 
Lord of Pibrac, which are quoted twice in the brothers’ work:

Aime l’Estat tel que tu le vois estre,
S’il est Royal, aime la Royauté.
S’il est de Peu, ou bien Communauté,
Aime l’aussi, car Dieu t’y a fait naistre.11

These verses, clearly more than just fĳigurative embellishment, reveal 
above all a deep-rooted conviction that the stability of the common-
wealth is always preferable to the incertitude of sudden regime change.

The brothers De la Court employ this argument in their general strat-
egy against the Orangist claim that the Dutch body politic requires an 
eminent head to maintain its concord and strength. The obvious message 
of the brothers is that the Dutch have to accept the existing republican 
government, whether legitimate or not, and that any attempt to reinstall 
the Stadholderate would imply an unacceptable alteration of the status 
quo. They repeatedly insist that violent upheaval is inevitable if a republic 
does not subdue the political pretensions of individuals. Their rebel-
lious aspirations will be easiest in “a badly established Republic” where 
unequal governmental representation can cause “that one man who com-
mands over the Military for a long time gets enough power and esteem to 
violate everything”.12 In short, the Stadholder does not represent the 
stronghold of the political order, but rather the personifĳication of menac-
ing anarchy: the “Trojan Horse” that will destroy the commonwealth from 
within.13 The endemic civil unrest in all Italian republics with a powerful 
military leader serves as a proof of this claim, for their history reveals that 
the monarchical maxim divide & impera prevails if a single man obtains 
too much power. In contrast, the example of the German Imperial Cities 
and the Swiss Cantons shows that republics without such a leader never 
fall apart through civil war. As before, the De la Courts thus legitimize the 
situation in the Dutch Republic by referring to time-honoured republican 
models abroad: in the absence of a Stadholder the Dutch are not less but 
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14 Ibidem, 332, 342. Cf. Bentivoglio, Relatione, 128–129.
15 Politike Discoursen I.II.27, p. 172: “… dat een Republijk daar veele, en in gelijke waardig-

heid regeeren, niet in ’t kort bedorven, en in wan-ord’ren kan gebragt werden.”
16 Politike Weeg-schaal III.III.6, p. 669: “… Republiken met bedaarde zinnen, en zonder 

bloedvergieten weten te brengen tot een beeter ordre en forme van Regeeringe.”
17 Welvaren 66, p. 146: “Maer in groote Steden vervuld met vremdelingen ende ontbloot 

van Hallen en Gildens heeft men genoeghsaem noijt eenige oproeren sien ontstaen, dan 
die ontstoocken en gevoed wierden door eenigh aensienelijck Minister van den Staet, ofte 
aensienelijck Hooft.”

more likely to maintain political stability. De la Court develops this argu-
ment, in line with Boxhorn, to contradict the assertion of Cardinal 
Bentivoglio that the United Provinces would because of their mutual 
discord soon turn into an Orangist monarchy. Directly addressing 
Bentivoglio’s claim, De la Court insists that under its newly won liberty 
without a Stadholder, Holland will easily neutralize internal uproar.14

Such stability is further enhanced because “a Republic where many 
govern in equal dignity cannot be curtly ruined and brought into disor-
der”.15 To overcome possible revolt, the powers in being have to open up 
gradually towards a more representative government where no individual 
enjoys disproportionate powers, so that the motivation and opportunity 
to rebel are eradicated. With this rhetorical move, the De la Courts craftily 
turn a conservative argument against sweeping change into a progressive 
argument in favour of cautious gradual democratization, in praise of 
those regents who “know how to bring Republics in a calm mood and with-
out bloodshed into a better order and form of Government”.16 As I have 
argued in detail in the preceding chapter, this superior political order 
entails the establishment of a broad ruling assembly and a policy of inclu-
sive citizenship and economic freedom in order to attract foreigners and 
to challenge organized vested interests. Clearly alluding to the situation 
in Leiden, the De la Courts maintain that “in large cities fĳilled with for-
eigners and stripped from Halls and Guilds, one has surely never seen 
arise any tumults than those that were ignited and fed by any prominent 
Minster of State or prominent Head”.17 An open and free society offfsets 
the rebellious designs of economic pressure groups such as guilds, which, 
like the Stadholder, do not enhance but rather undermine the concord 
and strength of the commonwealth. This friction is vividly represented in 
a fable of various guildsmen who gather to fĳill a crack in the walls of their 
city (see fĳig. 12). In order to fĳill the gap, the guild of masons suggests using 
stone, the carpenters argue that it should be nailed up with planks, the 
glassblowers opt for windows while the blacksmiths insist they should be 
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18 Politike Weeg-schaal II.I.4, p. 326–327: “Wat schoone Wallen zoud gy ons verschafffen, 
die van de Zwijnen opge-eeten zouden werden?’. See also Sinryke Fabulen, 103–108.

strengthened with iron bars. Then the merchants suggest using just gar-
bage and mud in order to avoid new taxes, and they fĳind support among 
the vintners and brewers who thus see an opportunity to get rid of their 
dregs. “What kind of nice Walls would you provide us with, which would be 
eaten by the Pigs?”, the other ask in reply. Eventually, all guildsmen remain 
undecided as to how to repair the city’s walls.18 With this allegory, the De 
la Courts imaginatively warn that organized interest groups such as guilds 
will necessarily cause conflict and irresolution, threatening the stability 
and survival of the commonwealth.

A number of Italian exempla illustrate such a dreadful state of faction-
alism and discord, from a fable of Boccalini that ridicules the “art of war”, 
to a satirical story about the Guelphs and Ghibellines taken from the 

Fig. 12. ‘‘The guilds and a city,’’ from Pieter de la Court, Sinryke Fabulen, 1685. Amsterdam 
University Library, OTM: OK 63-2796.
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19 Politike Discoursen I.II.14, p. 128–130, including a Dutch translation of Boccalini, 
Ragguagli I.75, and of Poggio Bracciolini, Facetiae 149.

20 Ibidem I.II.13–28. For all the corresponding passages in Machiavelli, see Van Heck, “In 
het spoor van Machiavelli,” 288–291.

21 Cf. Machiavelli, Discorsi I.4.
22 Politike Weeg-schaal III.I.6, p. 573–575.
23 See Machiavelli, Discorsi I.12, II.2, and cf. Marcia L. Colish, “Republicanism, Religion, 

and Machiavelli’s Savonarolan Moment,” Journal of the History of Ideas 60, 4 (1999), 
597–616. For Machiavelli’s civil religion, see also Maurizio Viroli, Il Dio di Machiavelli e il 
problema morale dell’Italia (Bari: Laterza, 2005).

Facetiae of the Florentine humanist Poggio Bracciolini.19 But perhaps the 
most important reference in this context is to Machiavelli, whose shadow 
looms large over an extensive part of the Politike Discoursen that discusses 
the danger of conflicts and conspiracies.20 If the brothers De la Court ever 
experienced a ‘Machiavellian Moment’, facing the question of how to pre-
serve the republic vis-à-vis capricious fortune, then it is here. Nevertheless, 
it is striking that the key Machiavellian notion of the utility of discord, the 
idea that the tumults between the nobili and the plebe strengthened 
the Roman body politic, is largely absent from the thought of the De la 
Courts.21 Whereas Machiavelli argued that conflict is to be preferred over 
consensus because it makes a republic dynamic and hence powerful and 
free, the De la Courts adhered to the more conventional attitude that sta-
bility and concord should always prevail. Although political strife is una-
voidable, in true republics tumults are never fatal but rather function like 
a strong medicine that eradicates the disease. However, in a badly ordered 
government – and here the De la Courts mention the last years of the 
Roman Republic as an example – conflict will eventually become endemic 
and lead to the deathblow of republican liberty.22 This repudiation of the 
Roman model makes clear that the brothers De la Court experienced less 
a Machiavellian than an Erasmian Moment: their republic will persist by 
peaceful resignation and concord, not by the militant seizure of indomi-
table fortune.

On one important issue, however, the De la Courts followed both 
Erasmus and Machiavelli. This issue is their virulent anti-clericalism. 
Erasmus frequently ridiculed the corruption of the Catholic clergy and 
the degeneration of Christian doctrine, most famously in The Praise of 
Folly. Machiavelli in turn argued that the moral teachings of the Church 
were to blame for the downfall of Italian strength and independence.23 
The De la Courts’ criticism of the Calvinist clergy of their day adopts ele-
ments from both Erasmus’s ridicule and Machiavelli’s outspokenness. 
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24 On the Further Reformation, see Israel, Dutch Republic, 474–477, 690–699.
25 Willem Teelinck, Den politycken Christen. Ofte instructie voor alle hooge en leege 

staets-persoonen … tot destructie van de hedendaeghsche Machiavelsche wijsheydt 
(Middelburg, 1650).

26 Maximiliaen Teelinck, Vrymoedige aenspraeck aen Sijn Hoogheyt, de Heere Prince van 
Oraengjen (Middelburg, 1650). Cf. also [Jacob Stermont], Lauweren-krans gevlochten voor 
Syn Hoocheyt Wilhelm, de Heer van Oranjen (s.l., 1650). For a short analysis, see Groenveld, 
Prins voor Amsterdam, 93–95, and Israel, Dutch Republic, 601–602.

27 Joost van den Vondel, “Op d’oproericheit van den Godtloosen Zeeuw, Maximiliaen 
Teeling,” in Werken, vol. V: 517: “maer dit oproerigh zaet/Noch Vryheit laet in rust, noch 
Koningklijcken Staet./Kon Burgerlijcke Tucht die Monsters niet betemmen,/Al ’t lant zou 
tot de keel in bloet en tranen zwemmen.” Cf. also Het rechte derde deel van ’t Hollands 
Praatje, aangaande de wettige souverayniteyt van de Groot-Mogende Heeren Staten van 

The brothers argue in particular that the dissimulative teachings of the 
clergy undermine social harmony and adulterate the word of God, thus 
jeopardizing, like Stadholders and guilds, the fundamental preservation 
of republican concord.

Confronting Clerical Conceit

Throughout the seventeenth century, the position of the Dutch Calvinist 
clergy was profoundly linked to the debate on the political order of the 
Republic. This connection between religion and politics became espe-
cially clear during the pamphlet war of 1650, when a couple of orthodox 
ministers, such as the Zeeland minister Maximiliaen Teelinck, stood up as 
spokesmen of the Orangist camp. In 1650, at the height of the political 
storm, Teelinck republished the main work of his late father, who had 
been one of the key proponents of a ‘Further Reformation’ in Dutch 
Calvinism, a puritan movement that sought to strengthen the church’s 
grip on all facets of daily life and public morality.24 Teelinck dedicated 
his father’s work, a Christian mirror-for-princes suggestively titled Den 
politijcken Christen, ofte instructie … tot destructie vande hedendaegsche 
Machiavelsche wijsheydt [“The Political Christian, or Instruction to 
Destroy the Current Machiavellian Wisdom”], to William II.25 In unam-
biguous terms he praised the House of Orange’s support for Calvinist 
orthodoxy. When this dedication was published separately (and probably 
without authorization) as a pamphlet shortly afterwards, it provoked a 
furious reaction from those who opposed either the Further Reformation, 
or the Stadholder, or both.26 The poet Vondel did not hide his contempt 
of Teelinck’s “rebellious seed”, the “Monsters” which, if not tempered by 
“Civil Discipline”, would surely make the country “swim up to the throat 
in blood and tears”.27 This characterization of the clerical provocation 
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Hollandt (s.l., 1650), esp. 14–15. On Vondel’s anti-Stadholder engagement in this period, cf. 
Duits, Van Bartholomeusnacht to Bataafse opstand, 154–272; and Jill Stern, “A Playwright in 
His Time: Vondel’s Drama Faeton of 1663,” Dutch Crossing 23 (1999), 22–57.

28 Leids schuitpraatje: zijnde een t’zamenspraak tusschen verscheide personen: rakende 
de vrijheid van ons vaderland, der religie, en de macht der hooge overheid in kerkelijke zaken 
(s.l., 1668), sig. B v.: “… opgeswollen hoovaardigheid.”

29 See Jill Stern, “Religion and the Orangists, 1650–1672,” Dutch Crossing 30 (2006), 
181–196.

30 Sinryke Fabulen, 179: “… de Phariseeuse Kerkeliken, die alleen door het Mom-aansigt 
van Wijsheid ende Deugd, voor soodaanigen werden gehouden, daar sy waarelik onweet-
ende, dwaase, ende ondeugende Menschen zijn.”

31 Ibidem, 234–235: “… met haare voorbedagte sleepende woorden, ende gemaakte 
gebaaren … niet anders voor hebben, dan voor heilige Menschen geagt te werden, ende 
onder dien Mantel over de Siele ende Gedagten van andere Menschen te heerssen, ende 
middeler-wijle stillekens in alle wellusten ende overdaad te leven … Van den Schijn-
heiligen vinden wy dageliks ende ooveralle voorbeelden, onder alle Godsdiensten ofte 
Secten, het zy der Heidenen, Jooden, Christenen, ofte Mohametanen. Ende insonderheid by 
den Priesteren, Moniken ende Leeraaren der selven, wanneer die welbespraakt zijn.”

of discord and tumult became one of the main commonplaces of anti-
clerical writing throughout the next decades. Even in 1668, almost two 
decades later, Teelinck was still rebuked as a prime example of the “swol-
len arrogance” of the clergy.28 The Teelinck afffair thus caused the clergy to 
become increasingly politicized, even though Orangism and Calvinist 
orthodoxy did not necessarily coincide.29

For the brothers De la Court, the designs of the supporters of the House 
of Orange and of the Calvinist clergy were clearly connected by their 
shared abuse of rhetoric. Duplicitous speech is fatal for a proper public 
debate, and the De la Courts insist that clerics, as much as courtiers, avail 
themselves of exactly this kind of language that blurs the distinction 
between virtue and vice. Clerics are therefore bad rhetoricians who do 
not dare to say the truth or even deliberately mislead their congregation. 
Embodying hypocrisy, “the Pharisaic Ecclesiastics are only because of the 
Mask of Wisdom and Virtue considered to be wise and virtuous, for in 
reality they are ignorant, stupid and vicious People”.30 With their “pre-
meditated, dragging words and artifĳicial gestures”, they teach Christian 
humility only because they “intend nothing else than to be regarded as 
devout People, and to rule under that guise over the Soul and the Thoughts 
of other Men, and to live in the meantime on the quiet in all lusts and 
extravagance”. Examples of this behaviour are to be found “among all 
Religions or Sects, be it Heathens, Jews, Christians or Muslims” and among 
all those clerics who are “eloquent”.31 This important remark makes clear 
that for the De la Courts, the dangers involved in fanatical speech are 
not limited to the Calvinist world: clerical rhetoric, which is universally 
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32 Ibidem, 128: “… dat sy onder pretext van andere Menschen meer als haar selven te 
lieven … de Weereld ongevoelig plonderden.” Cf. also the comparable fable in Ibidem, 
115–120.

33 Ibidem, 252: “… door hare al te groote eigen-selfs liefde, die gemeenelik uit grooter 
onkunde ende kleinen oordeele spruit.”

34 Ibidem, 132: “… sal de Weereld nooit soo gelukkig zijn, van dit oolikste gespuis van 
Menschen ontslaagen te werden.”

35 Politike Discoursen II.IV.6, p. 44: “… de meeste oorsaaken van de corruptien in 
Politie … oorsaak van het verval in den Gods-dienst zijn … allerley Secten Preedik-stoelen … 
als der Monarchen Palleisen, of der Republiken Raads-huisen.”

artifĳicial and deceitful, abuses the passions of the audience and hence 
fundamentally corrupts the public debate.

This hypocritical speech is intrinsically related to another clerical char-
acteristic that the brothers De la Court repudiate: the pretension that vir-
tue can possibly surpass self-interest. A fable in the Sinryke Fabulen 
describes how a diligent craftsman, the personifĳication of civic probity, 
accuses a couple of mendicant friars, who “under the pretext of loving 
other People more than themselves … carelessly plundered the World”.32 
The craftsman thus reveals that clerical modesty and humility are merely 
a façade for the relentless pursuit of self-interest at the cost of others. Like 
guildsmen, kings, and courtiers, clerics are therefore guilty of the cardinal 
sin in the mercantile logic of the De la Courts: self-interest wrongly under-
stood. “Because of their all too large self-love, which commonly stems 
from larger ignorance and poor judgment”, clerics think that they are 
superior to their equals, indulging in heerszucht and haughtiness.33 This 
accusation against the political preponderance of the clergy was often 
raised in the Dutch debate, for example by Vondel. Yet it is important to 
note that the ranting anti-clericalism of the brothers De la Court stresses 
the worldwide consequences of this clerical lust for dominion. As the 
fable of the craftsman and the friars makes clear, hypocritical clerics are 
equally to be found among all religions, “and the World will never be so 
happy that it is relieved from this most rogue scum of People”.34

The De la Courts’ dismissal of clerical duplicity does not entail a 
commonplace Protestant attack on Catholic dissimulation, but rather 
a crucial feature of their republican criticism of two-faced rhetoric and of 
the contemptible ambition to rule. Indeed, the “causes of corruption in 
Politics”, namely the domination by one man, by a small oligarchy or by 
the ignorant masses, are also “the cause of the decay in Religion”, and the 
same evils are to be found on the “Pulpits of all kinds of Sects” as in 
“Monarchical Palaces or Republican Town halls”.35 Politics and religion 
are intrinsically connected. This message is perhaps clearest in a passage 
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36 Politike Weeg-schaal III.I.6, p. 565–566: “… de Politike Yveraars … en de heilige 
Broeders, die gedurig van de Conscientie, God, en zijn heilig Woord spreken … geen jonge 
Engelen, daar zy zig voor pleegen uit te geeven, maar oude Duivelen … het tot duisternisse 
veranderd ligt daar het Evangelie van gewaagt.”

37 Sinryke Fabulen, 368: “… dat opgemelde ontrouwe Christen Leeraars, op dese duistere 
gronden hebben gebowd haar Rijk der Duisternissen.” Cf. Hobbes, Leviathan part IV (“Of 
the Kingdome of Darkness”), and see the analysis in Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 
398–399.

38 Politike Discoursen II.IV.4, p. 33–34: “… door haare Ambitie, Hovaardie, ende eigen 
voordeel, bewoogen.”

39 See Ibidem II.IV.5, which borrows from Machiavelli, Discorsi II.5.
40 Sinryke Fabulen, 113: “… onder den schijn van te yveren voor Goodes Glorie … den 

Satan oover-leeveren.”
41 Ibidem, 178: “… opregt ende oopenhertig … voor Vry-Geesten, Atheïsten, ende 

Menschen van een seer schandelik ofte aanstootelik leeven by de gemeene Menschen 
doorgaan.”

that refers approvingly to Boccalini’s satirical disclosure of deceit. 
Elaborating on one of Boccalini’s Ragguagli, this passage sarcastically 
accuses the pretensions of both the “Political Zealots” and “the devout 
Friars who continuously speak of Conscience, God, and his holy Word”, 
although they are in fact no “young Angels, as they commonly claim to be, 
but old Devils”, the personifĳication of “the light turned into darkness of 
which the Gospel reports”.36 This evocative imagery of the opposition 
between biblical light and clerical darkness is often repeated in the work 
of the De la Courts. Although of course a standard element of much anti-
clerical satire, it brings to mind the similar rhetorical disclosure of the 
ecclesiastical “Kingdom of Darkness” in Hobbes.37

The argument against clerical rhetoric, hypocrisy and imperiousness 
leads to the ensuing assertion, also reminiscent of Hobbes, that the main 
menace of the clergy lies in its demagogy. “Motivated by their Ambition, 
Haughtiness, and personal advantage”, clerics tend to slander the worldly 
powers in order to increase their own status.38 Hence, they encourage 
political insubordination for the sake of their personal benefĳit, while 
they endanger social concord still further by promoting bigotry and the 
persecution of all who disagree, especially men of learning. The conse-
quences are fatal: as Machiavelli had argued, art and science fall victim to 
clerical fanaticism,39 while, “under the cloak of devoting themselves 
to God’s Glory”, clerics slander all dissenters and eventually “hand them 
over to Satan”, thus fundamentally dishonouring their duties as pastors.40 
Moreover, those “honest and openhearted” people who endeavour to dis-
close this deceit are accused by the clergy of being “Libertarians” and 
“Atheists”.41 Clerical demagogy obstructs the parrhèsia that is indispensa-
ble for a truly republican political debate.
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42 Signifĳicantly, some of the Orangist critics of the De la Courts shared their religious 
views: see Stern, “Religion and the Orangists,” 188–192. Moreover, also the theologian 
Guiljelmus Saldenus, a prominent propagator of the Further Reformation, referred 
approvingly to their work in his Neerlands Interest, tot vrede der kercke, en wegh-neminge 
van alle opkomende misverstanden in de selve (Middelburg, 1664). On this work, see G. van 
den End, Guiljelmus Saldenus (1627–1694). Een praktisch en irenisch theoloog uit de Nadere 
Reformatie (Leiden: Groen, 1991), 176–188.

43 Politike Discoursen II.IV.6, p. 42: “… dat Gods Kerk, en ’t regte Geloof, vervallen is, tot 
bysonder oover geloof, afgoderie, en beuselingen.” Cf. Heinz Schilling, “Afkeer van domi-
neesheerschappij: ein neuzeitlicher Typus des Antiklerikalismus,” in Peter A. Dykema and 
Heiko A. Oberman (eds.), Anticlericalism in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe 
(Leiden: Brill, 1993), 655–668.

44 Welvaren 47, p. 107: “… met gansch ongeoefffende herssenen den Canzel betreden … 
met veel sinnelose woorden. en stighteloose disputatien.”

45 Onwederleggelycke bewys-redenen daer door betoont wort, dat de Vereenighde 
Nederlanden, alleen door Godts voorsieninge ende der Princen van Orangien beleyt, vant 
Spaensche jock, ende slavernye vry gemaeckt zijn (Willemstad, 1663), 12: “… de ware, 
inlantsche ruste en Eendrachtigheydt.”

Unsurprisingly, the ecclesiastical authorities in Holland did not con-
done these remarks, and in 1662 the Leiden consistory duly punished De 
la Court by excluding him from the Lord’s Supper. Yet in spite of this open 
clash with the church, the passionate anti-clericalism of the brothers De 
la Courts should not be confused with a criticism of organized religion 
and the institution of the church as such.42 Rather, their thought attests to 
a distinctive Erasmian critique of clerical degeneration and a related long-
ing for the age of apostolic purity before “God’s Church and the true Faith 
lapsed into exceptional superstition, idolatry and humbug”.43 In a passage 
that might as well be taken from The Praise of Folly, this critique entails a 
vivid denunciation of the teaching of theology at Leiden University, 
where, as the De la Courts knew from fĳirsthand experience, students were 
educated that “they occupy the Pulpit with utterly inexperienced brains”, 
having learned how to dissect Holy Scripture “with many meaningless 
words and senseless disputations”.44 In short, the schooled clergy adulter-
ates instead of spreads the word of God.

The extent of this anti-clerical argument becomes especially clear from 
a letter that De la Court wrote to his brothers-in-law on account of the 
publication of an Orangist pamphlet in 1663 – a pamphlet that reminded 
De la Court of Teelinck’s dedication to William II back in 1650. Following 
Teelinck and armed with an arsenal of biblical references, the author of 
this pamphlet argued that the “true internal peace and Concord” in the 
Dutch Republic had been maintained by the divinely inspired policy of 
the Princes of Orange.45 For De la Court, this assertion was “a sign that 
among the Reformed Orangists there are such godless people, that they 
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46 Pieter de la Court to the brothers Van der Voort, 27 September 1663, in Kernkamp, 
Brieven, 131–132: “… een teeken dat onder de Gereformeerde Prinsgesinde ook soo god-
delose menschen zijn, dat God en alle de propheeten, Christus en alle sijne apostolen 
derven commediantskleederen aan trekken, ende op haar tonneel soodanige rolle doen 
speelen als ’t haar gelieft … Is dit de vrugt der Reformatie en van de H. Schrift het ligt op 
den kandelaar geset te hebben en doen dit onse leeraars? Behoorde men haar daar in naar 
te volgen? Wee deese goddelose menschen, slimmer veel as atheisten … Wat sal men de 
papen, die ’t ligt onder de korenmaat hadden, antowwrden, als sij ons dit aanwijsen? Wat 
misbruik is groter, ’t hare of ’t onse? Wat is beter blind, of dol of gek te zijn? De papen 
waren blind, dusdanige gereformeerde leeraars heilige dolle, en hare discipulen heilige 
gekken. Quaken was engels en is nu aldaar uitgespeeld; hier is de selve saak maar duivels 
en oneindelik swarter, God beware ons voor dusdanige swartrokken.” De la Court proba-
bly refers to the Quaker Act of 1662, by which the English Parliament outlawed the meet-
ings of the Quakers.

dare to dress God and all the prophets, and Christ and all his apostles, in 
the cloths of comedians to let them play in their theatre”. Utterly enraged, 
he continued to question the credentials of the Dutch clergy and their 
dubious exploitation of Calvin’s legacy:

Is this the fruit of the Reformation and of Holy Scripture, to have put the 
light on the candlestick, and is this what our ministers do? Should one fol-
low their example? Woe these godless people, much worse than atheists … 
What shall one answer to the papists, who had the light under the bushel, 
when they point us at this? Which abuse is bigger, theirs or ours? What is 
better, to be blind, or foolish, or mad? The papists were blind, these 
Reformed ministers are holy fools, their disciples holy madmen. Quaking 
was English and now it’s played out there; here, the matter is the same but 
devilish and infĳinitely blacker. God beware us of such blackcoats.46

De la Court reserved such inflammatory language for his private corre-
spondence, but his public criticism of the Calvinist clergy reflected much 
of this confĳidential outburst. With a similar dismissal of clerical conceit 
and a comparable rhetorical play with the opposition between light and 
darkness, the De la Courts persistently undermined the political preten-
sions of the clergy. Moreover, deftly returning the accusation of atheism, 
they argued that the clergy itself was to blame for the violation of true 
religion.

Clearly then, the anti-clericalism of the brothers De la Court involves 
primarily a defence rather than a censure of revealed religion. This 
endeavour to defend religion against the clergy involves a fundamental 
political move that, echoing Vondel, denounces the clergy for provoking 
sectarianism and thus undermining social concord. As the Politike 
Discoursen argues in language that infuriated the Leiden consistory, 
the “public Ministers or commentators of Scripture” deserve “the name of 
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47 Politike Discoursen II.IV.4, p. 31: “… publike Leeraars, ofte uitleggers der Goddelike 
Schriften … de naam van Oproermaakers, Enthusiasten, Gesst-dryvers, of Quakers … 
boosaardige, schynheilige, of wel onweetende, Melancholike, Medecyn-behoevende 
Menschen.”

48 See e.g. Welvaren 69, p. 151; Politike Discoursen II.V.9, p. 140; Overvoorde, “Noord-
Oostelijke doorvaart,” 285–286; Aanwysing III.1, p. 411.

49 The best account of the intricate issues at stake is still Douglas Nobbs, Theocracy and 
Toleration. A Study of the Disputes in Dutch Calvinism from 1600 to 1650 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1938). For a concise overview of the ‘Bestandstwisten’, see 
Israel, Dutch Republic, 421–449.

Ringleaders, Enthusiasts, Fanatics, or Quakers”, they are “wicked, hypocriti-
cal, or otherwise ignorant, Melancholic, Medicine-needing People”.47 If 
these rebellious clerics gain too much power over their followers, the con-
sequences are the same as when other self-interested pressure groups like 
guilds become too powerful: it sows the seeds for a “government within 
the government”, an imperium in imperio.48 This distinctive terminology 
reveals that the view of the De la Courts on the political role of the clergy 
stems directly from the Arminian position in the debate that dominated 
much of seventeenth-century Dutch politics, the debate on the relation 
between church and state and the sovereignty in ecclesiastical afffairs.

The Relation between Church and State

The Arminian Legacy

The so-called Arminian controversy of the 1610s, when rivalling theologi-
cal theories about divine predestination and the position of the church 
shook the foundations of the Dutch body politic, had a lasting impact on 
the religious-political debate in the Republic throughout the entire 
century.49 After a short analysis of the key points in this debate, I will show 
how the Arminian position informed the argument of the brothers De 
la Court for a broad public church overseen by the sovereign, an argu-
ment that involved a clear political statement in the heated theological-
political debate of the 1660s.

The tone of the controversy was set by a short treatise by the Arminian 
(or ‘Remonstrant’) spokesman Johannes Uytenbogaert, the Tractaet van ’t 
ampt ende authoriteyt eener hooger christelijcker overheydt, in kerckelijcke 
saecken [“Treatise on the Offfĳice and Authority of a Superior Chris-
tian  Government in Ecclesiastical Afffairs”], fĳirst published in 1610 and 
reissued several times in later decades. Uytenbogaert explicitly invoked 
the Defensor Pacis by Marsilius of Padua to highlight his time-honoured 
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50 Johannes Uytenbogaert, Tractaet van ’t ampt ende authoriteyt eener Hooger 
Christelijcker Overheydt, in kerckelijcke saecken, 3d. ed. (Rotterdam, 1647), 3–4, with an 
extensive quote of discourse II, chapter I of the Defensor pacis, a passage where Marsilius 
attacks the dangerous demagogy and despotism of the papacy: see Marsilius of Padua, The 
Defender of the Peace, ed. and trans. Annabel Brett (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), 139–140.

51 See Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 1–24, for a comprehensive analysis of the 
Gomarist position.

52 Uytenbogaert, Tractaet, 19: “… Collateraliteyt, dat is, eene even hooge macht der 
Geestelijcker ende Wereltlijker Overheydt … alle Sielen, van wat qualiteydt ofte state sy 
mogen wesen, de macht der Overheyden moeten onderdanich sijn in ’t gene Burgerlijck is, 
ende het tijdtlijcke aengaet … dat nochtans de besorginge van de Religie ende Godsdienst, 
met alles wat daer aen-kleeft ende kerckelijck is, eygentlijck toe komt den Kerckelijcken 
persoonen ende vergaderingen.” Cf. Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 27–49.

53 Uyttenbogaert, Tractaet, 94–115, quote on 101: “… versorgen, dat het Evangelium 
suyver en wel geleert.”

battle against the ‘papist’ political pretensions of the clergy.50 His main 
aim was to reinterpret Calvinist theology in such a way that the church 
became fully subordinated to temporal authority. Opposing the claims 
by the followers of the theologian Gomarus (thus ‘Gomarists’, or ‘Contra-
Remonstrants’), the Tractaet argued that the civil magistracy exercises 
supreme power over all ecclesiastical afffairs. For the Gomarists church 
and state were essentially distinct yet interdependent institutions, and 
therefore the sovereignty of the church should be distinguished from the 
sovereignty of the state.51 Uytenbogaert insisted that such a view amounts 
to papist “collaterality”, to the establishment of two conflicting supreme 
authorities. Such an “equally supreme power of the Ecclesiastical and 
the Secular Government”, whereby “the Care of Religion and Worship, 
with all that is ecclesiastical and attached to it, in fact belongs to the 
Ecclesiastical persons and assemblies”, meant for Uytenbogaert an unjus-
tifĳiable infringement of Calvin’s teachings and of Scriptural Revelation.52

Uytenbogaert contended that the divine right of the sovereign extends 
over civil and ecclesiastical afffairs alike. This indivisible sovereignty 
necessitates the civil control and coordination of the public profession of 
Christianity. The ministers of the church are to be appointed by the mag-
istracy, which thus “takes care that the Gospel is taught purely and well”. 
Moreover, the magistracy has the right to make ecclesiastical laws and 
ordinances, and to convoke, administer and preside over synods in order 
to settle theological disputes.53 All matters concerning the external wor-
ship of God fall under the responsibility of the secular authorities, who 
hence oversee the fundamental task of “bringing all erring Subjects 
through good teachings to the knowledge of the truth and the right 
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54 Ibidem, 127: “… doolende Onderdanen, met goede onderwijsinge, totte kennisse der 
waerheydt, ende der rechten Godsdienst te bewegen, al met het geestelijcke Swaert, ’t 
welcke is Gods woort.”

55 See Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 35. For the debate on freedom of conscience 
during the Dutch Revolt, see Van Gelderen, Political Thought, 213–259.

56 Hugo Grotius, De imperio summarum potestatum circa sacra, ed. and trans. Harm-Jan 
van Dam, 2 vols. (Leiden etc.: Brill, 2001), vol. I, I.1, p. 157. On the role of Vossius, see Ibidem, 
“Introduction,” 14–15, 19, and Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 58.

Religion, all with the spiritual Sword, which is God’s word”. Uytenbogaert 
thus argued that there is one true interpretation of Christian faith, and 
that it is the responsibility of the civil powers to ensure that this interpre-
tation is universally taught.54 However, the sovereign’s powers do not go 
beyond the afffairs of external worship. In line with the offfĳicial sanctioning 
of freedom of conscience in the constitutional charter of the Dutch 
Republic, the Union of Utrecht, Uytenbogaert stressed that the internal 
conscience of every individual owes only obedience to God. All matters of 
public devotion are subjected to the state, but the private conscience 
remains free.55

In the years following the publication of the Tractaet, Uytenbogaert’s 
close friend Hugo Grotius developed this account of inalienable private 
conscience and a public church administered by the civil powers into a 
full-blown Erastian theory. Taking sides with the Arminians, Grotius, then 
employed by the States of Holland, published in 1613 his Ordinum Pietas 
on behalf of the sovereign power of the provincial States over the church. 
He further specifĳied this position in the treatise De imperio summarum 
potestatum circa sacra, written in the 1610s in cooperation with Gerard 
Vossius and published posthumously in 1647. De imperio focuses on a 
notion of a single, indivisible supreme power (or summa potestas). It aims 
to prove “that the authority possessed by the supreme power thus defĳined 
extends not only to secular, but also to religious matters”.56 Grotius 
stresses with a reference to Bodin and the Spanish scholastics that the 
supreme authority he has in mind is that of the provincial States. In a 
move that radicalizes Uytenbogaert’s position, he then openly denies that 
church and state are fundamentally distinct institutions. Since sacred and 
secular cannot be distinguished, the means and the aims of the church are 
the same as those of the civil society, namely “the outward peace of the 
community” and “the virtue of individuals”. As Grotius insists:

Now if it is true that the objective which the supreme powers must set 
themselves is to make the people as religious as possible, and if all things 
which lead to that end are called religious, it follows that the competence 
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57 Grotius, De imperio I.5, p. 165. Cf. Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 62–90, and Tuck, 
Philosophy and Government, 179–190.

58 Grotius, De imperio VII.11, X.15, p. 355, 477.
59 Ibidem I.11–13, p. 173–179.
60 See esp. Grotius, Ordinum Hollandiae ac Westfrisiae Pietas, ed. and trans. E. Rabbie 

(Leiden: Brill, 1995), 169–171. Cf. as well De imperio VI.9, p. 309–313, and see G.H.M. 
Posthumus Meyjes, “Hugo Grotius as an irenicist,” in The World of Hugo Grotius (1583–1645) 
(Amsterdam and Maarssen: APA-Holland University Press, 1984), 43–63.

61 Grotius, De imperio VIII.3, p. 377: “It is the task of the supreme ruler, and of him alone, 
not only to grant the true religion offfĳicial force, but also to remove or abolish by punish-
ment false beliefs.”

62 Cf. the qualifĳications of Grotius’ position in Jonathan Israel, “The Intellectual Debate 
about Toleration in the Dutch Republic,” in C. Berkvens-Stevelinck et al. (eds.), The 
Emergence of Tolerance in the Dutch Republic (Leiden etc.: Brill, 1997), 3–36: 11–13; and John 
Marshall, John Locke, Toleration and Early Enlightenment Culture. Religious Intolerance and 

of the supreme power as such, that is its authority, encompasses 
religion too.57

The supreme powers (i.e. the States of Holland) therefore exercise an 
undiluted authority over all activities of the church, from the building of 
places of worship to the election of ministers.58 Moreover, religion is a 
necessary means to further the harmony and peace within society: it 
“makes people quiet, obedient, patriotic and adherents of justice and 
equity”. Apart from such moral instruction, “doctrines or ceremonies are 
also of great importance to morality and public happiness”. The supreme 
power cannot renounce its authority over matters that prove to be so 
essential.59

Grotius therefore pleads for the establishment of one all-inclusive pub-
lic church which, supervised by the civil magistracy, teaches the funda-
mentals of Christian belief, the self-evident articles of faith that are 
necessary for salvation and on which all denominations agree.60 This 
irenicist solution to contain religious diversity within the church, leaving 
the adiaphora or ‘indiffferent matters’ of faith to the judgment of each 
individual, entails a defence of freedom of conscience and state supervi-
sion similar to that of Uytenbogaert’s Tractaet. In private, people are 
only accountable to God, yet in public, the secular powers have the 
authority and the duty to suppress forms of worship that exceed the limits 
of the public church.61 In line with this argument, Grotius suggested that 
Jews be granted admission to Holland and freedom of religion, yet only 
under the condition of very restricted rules regarding public worship. In 
his De veritate religionis christianae, he merely tried to convince Jews and 
Muslims alike to come together under the one true religious umbrella of 
Christianity.62 Grotius’ model, then, is a model of unity and consensus. 
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Arguments for Religious Toleration in Early Modern and ‘Early Enlightenment’ Europe 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 345–350.

63 Grotius, De imperio, I.13, p. 179. Cf. Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 71: “The spectre 
of theocratic tyranny, direct or indirect, was laid only by taking refuge in the charity of the 
supreme power.”

64 See Israel, Dutch Republic, 460–463.
65 Grotius, Verantwoordingh van de wettelicke regiering van Hollant ende Westvrieslant 

(Paris, [1622]), esp. 14–29.
66 See esp. Epsicopius’ public disputation “De jure magistratus circa sacra,” in 

Episcopius, Opera Theologica, 2 vols. (Amsterdam, 1650–1655), vol. II: 409–411, and the 
analysis in Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 91–107. Epsicopius was also the author of the 

De imperio hints that such concord is endangered by the political preten-
sions and demagogy of the clergy, for “the mass, victims of vain supersti-
tion, obeys the soothsayers better than it does its own leaders”. To counter 
such dangerous defĳiance, the clergy should be kept under close control by 
the magistracy, for only then can the stability of society and religion 
be maintained.63

With the defeat in 1618 of the political regime that championed 
this Grotian view on church and state, the Arminian cause collapsed. 
Following the intervention of Stadholder Maurice of Orange, Grotius was 
charged of treason and imprisoned, Uytenbogaert fled into exile, and 
their main political ally, Grand Pensionary Johan van Oldenbarnevelt, 
was executed on the scafffold. The famous National Synod of Dordrecht 
offfĳicially sanctioned the Contra-Remonstrant theology of grace and cleri-
cal independence as the orthodox dogma of the Dutch Reformed Church.64 
Before long, however, the debate flamed up again. In the course of the 
1620s the political dominance of the Contra-Remonstrants diminished, 
and after the death of Maurice of Orange, most Arminian leaders again 
openly engaged in the political and religious life of the Republic. Uyten-
bogaert returned from France in 1626, and although Grotius remained in 
exile, he continued to influence the Dutch debate, in particular with the 
publication of his Verantwoordingh [“Apology”] that reafffĳirmed his theory 
of the ecclesiastical sovereignty of the States of Holland.65 Yet the most 
important spokesman of the Arminians turned out to be the theologian 
Simon Episcopius, who strove for the establishment of an independ-
ent  Remonstrant Church, which was eventually inaugurated, under 
Episcopius’ own guidance, in Amsterdam in 1630. Radicalising the earlier 
stance of Uytenbogaert and Grotius, Epsicopius maintained the need for 
civil control over the public church, but he also insisted that outside of 
this remit the magistracy has no right to prohibit or punish dissenting 
congregations.66 Emphasizing not only freedom of conscience but also 
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influential declaration of the Arminian creed, the Confessio, sive declaratio, sententiae pas-
torum, qui in Foederato Belgio Remonstrantes vocantur (1622), translated into Dutch by 
Uytenbogaert in 1621 and republished several times throughout the century, also in 
England.

67 Grotius, De imperio, “Introduction,” 92.
68 [Johannes Uytenbogaert], De kerckelicke historie (s.l., 1646); Jacob Trigland, 

Kerckelijcke geschiedenissen (Leiden, 1650). The library of De la Court van der Voort had 
the authoritative folio editions of both works: Library, fol. 10. On the historical controversy 
between Uytenbogaert and Trigland, see Charles H. Parker, “To the Attentive, Nonpartisan 
Reader: The Appeal to History and National Identity in the Religious Disputes of the 
Seventeenth-Century Netherlands,” The Sixteenth Century Journal 28, 1 (1997), 57–78.

freedom of worship and expression, Episcopius thus gave an essential 
tolerationist twist to Arminian theology.

None of the three main Arminian spokesmen of the fĳirst half of the 
century – Uytenbogaert, Grotius, and Episcopius – would live to see the 
establishment of the regime of ‘True Liberty’ in 1650. However, their 
Erastian theory of secular sovereignty over church afffairs lost none of its 
relevance in the new political constellation. In 1647, on the threshold of 
the Stadholdership of William II, Uytenbogaert’s Tractaet went into its 
third edition, and the fĳirst edition of Grotius’ De imperio was published 
the same year in Paris. After the Stadholder’s death, Dutch editions of De 
imperio followed in 1652 and in 1661,67 while Episcopius’ Opera Theologica 
were issued in two imposing folio editions between 1650 and 1655. 
Moreover, the Arminian version of the history of the Dutch Reformation, 
Uytenbogaert’s Kerckelicke Historie [“Ecclesiastical History”], refuelled 
the controversy with the Contra-Remonstrants. First published in 1646, it 
was reissued several times over the next couple of years. Like the exten-
sive reply by the orthodox theologian Jacob Trigland, it enjoyed wide 
readership throughout the 1650s and 1660s.68 The Arminian legacy, in 
short, did not die with its main representatives.

It should therefore not come as a surprise that, during the years of ‘True 
Liberty’, the political debate on the position of the Dutch Reformed 
Church in society carried on along the path set out during the fĳirst dec-
ades of the century. One of the protagonists in this revived debate was the 
Utrecht regent Van Velthuysen, also the fĳirst continental European to 
comment publicly upon the political philosophy of Hobbes (see chapter 3 
above). With Hobbes’s notoriously anti-clerical views as support, Van 
Velthuysen invigorated the Erastian theory of the Arminians in a number 
of manifest interventions in the public debate, most importantly in his 
1660 pamphlet Het predick-ampt en ’t recht der kercke … tegen het gevoelen 
van eenige Gereformeerde leeraers, die der selve macht verder uytbreyden 
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69 [Lambert van Velthuysen], Het Predick-Ampt en ’t Recht der Kercke … Tegen 
het gevoelen van eenige Gereformeerde Leeraers, die de selve macht verder uytbreyden als 
het behoort (Amsterdam, 1660), 87: “… dat de Kerck niet alleen in de Politie is … maer dat 
de Kerck mede een politijcke Societeyt is; ghelijck alle andere Collegien, Gilden, 
Broederschappen, &c.”

70 Ibidem, 100: “Gelijck hy besorgen moet, datter bequame Doctoors, en Chirurgijns zijn: 
bequame Schippers en Stier-luyden: bequame Richters en Rechts-geleerden.”

71 Ibidem, 69: “Men kan van dese Leer niet afwijcken, of men vervalt tot het Pausdom.”
72 [Lambert van Velthuysen], Ondersoeck of de Chritselijcke Overheydt eenigh quaadt in 

haar gebiedt mach toe lateen (Middelburg, 1660), esp. 98–141.
73 See Andreas J. Beck, Gisbertus Voetius (1589–1676). Sein Theologieverständnis und 

seine Gotteslehre, (PhD dissertation Utrecht University, 2007).

als het behoort [“The Clerical Offfĳice and the Right of the Church … Against 
the Sentiment of Some Reformed Ministers who Extend its Power more 
than Appropriate”]. As the title makes abundantly clear, this pamphlet 
aimed to undermine any notion of separate ecclesiastical sovereignty. In 
several ways that directly echo the Arminians, Van Velthuysen insisted 
that the civil authorities have the right and the duty to supervise the pub-
lic church in order to counter discord and strife. For Van Velthuysen, “the 
Church is not only part of Politics … but the Church is also a political Society, 
like all other Colleges, Guilds, Fraternities, &c”.69 Following the Grotian 
argument that there is no distinction between church and state, Van 
Velthuysen maintained that the magistracy has the obligation to take care 
of the true faith, “like it has to ensure that there are capable Doctors and 
Surgeons, capable Captains and Steersmen, capable Judges and Lawyers”.70 
Clerics, in short, are nothing but civil servants. The alternative is “to lapse 
into Papacy”, a powerful rhetorical argument against Contra-Remonstrant 
orthodoxy also employed by Uytenbogaert.71 In a second treatise pub-
lished in 1660, Van Velthuysen also stressed in line with the Arminians 
that its is both impossible and in contradiction of God’s law to control 
man’s private conscience.72

At the other side of the debate stood the towering fĳigure of Gijsbert 
Voetius, professor of theology at the University of Utrecht since 1636 and 
one of the main protagonists of the Further Reformation. As the eminence 
grise of Contra-Remonstrant orthodoxy, Voetius played a pivotal role in 
the political and cultural life of the Dutch Republic around the middle of 
the century. The three massive parts of his Politica ecclesiastica, published 
in four volumes between 1663 and 1676, can be characterized as the ulti-
mate encyclopaedia of seventeenth-century Dutch Reformed theology.73 
In opposition to the Arminians, Voetius essentially defended the inde-
pendence and autonomy of the church as a self-sufffĳicient institution 
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74 See esp. Voetius, Politicae ecclesiasticae partis primae, 2 vols. (Amsterdam, 1663–
1666), vol. 1: I.I.1, I.II.2, I.II.7, and cf. the analysis in Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 
144–176.

75 Voetius, Politicae ecclesiasticae pars secunda (Amsterdam, 1669) II.I.1, p. 221–222. See 
also Malcolm, “Hobbes and the European Republic of Letters,” 475–476.

76 See the notes added to the manuscript of Boxhorn’s 1643 lecture, Royal Library The 
Hague Ms 70 G12, which include many references to the Verantwoordingh in the hand of 
Pieter de la Court. These notes, touching especially on the issue of provincial sovereignty, 
probably stem from the period of the preparation of the Interest van Holland, because the 
last date mentioned is 1661 (fol. 37 v). References to Uytenbogaert’s Kerckelijcke Historie 
abound, especially in the Politike Discoursen and the Aanwysing.

based on the mutual consent of its members. The church is a community 
of the faithful who have voluntarily entered its ranks, and therefore it is of 
a fundamentally diffferent nature than the state, pace Grotius and Van 
Velthuysen. Ecclesiastical power and secular power should be distin-
guished, for the power of the state only concerns the outward wellbeing 
and safety of its citizens, while the power of the church concerns the 
internal, spiritual welfare of its members. That aim is utterly beyond 
the range of physical force, and hence beyond the might of the state.74 
The civil authorities are therefore to be excluded from any ecclesiastical 
offfĳice. Voetius explicitly mentioned Hobbes, Grotius and Episcopius for 
undermining this principle, and thus he unequivocally equated Arminian 
theology with the Erastianism of Hobbes.75

The Public Church & Private Conscience

This panorama of theological and political debate forms the background 
to the thought of the brothers De la Court on the relation between church 
and state. The De la Courts, keen readers of especially Grotius’s Verant-
woordingh and Uytenbogaert’s Kerckelijcke Historie,76 prove to be largely 
indebted to the Arminian tradition, albeit rather on political than theo-
logical grounds. In particular, they adopt the Arminian stance to plea for 
a broad, inclusive public church which, overseen by the magistracy, frees 
the republic of clerical bondage and demagogy and thus guarantees social 
concord, the purity of faith, and the freedom of private conscience.

In a number of key chapters of the Politike Discoursen, the brothers 
De la Court begin by highlighting the fundamental political importance of 
religion. Following a standard claim brought forward from Lipsius to 
Boxhorn, they argue that religion is essential for civil society, for it would 
be unlikely that the social contract could be maintained on the basis of 
only fear of punishment or sentiments of honour and gratitude. Indeed,
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77 Politike Discoursen II.IV.2, p. 12: “Maar deese strafffen, beloften, Eer, en dankbaarheid, 
voor genoote protectie, soude sonder Gods-dienst, die oover ongehoorsaamheid na dit 
leeven, voor Gods straf doet vreesen, niet genoegsaam zijn om de menschen in gedurige 
pligten teegen haare Ooverheid, en haar Eeven-naasten, te onderhouden.”

78 Ibidem, 14: “… kan bevinden dat er een God is … volgens onse eige goede reeden-kave-
linge en driften … de wetten der nature, die een yder met naa-soeken in sig selven kan 
vinden.”

79 Ibidem II.IV.3, p. 19: “Maar nogtans soudemen een Regeering konnen begrypen, die 
uit den status naturalis, aangebooren stand, soude groejen, sonder publike Gods-dienst. 
Sulks de Gods-dienst gemeenelik in een politike Regeering zijnde, nogtans seeker is, dat er 
seer goede Regeringen onder de Indianen, en Heidenen, geweest zijn, daar seer weinig, of 
seer verkeerde Gods-dienst was.”

80 Ibidem, 21: “… en dewijl die ruineus voor het menschelik geslagt soude zijn, so moet 
die noodsaakelik, door de Politie, weg-genoomen werden, om de menschen te behouden, 
en in ’t leeven te doen blyven.”

these punishments, promises, Honour, and gratitude for enjoyed protection 
would, without Religion, which as regards disobedience inflicts fear for 
God’s punishment after this life, not be sufffĳicient to maintain people in con-
tinuous obligations to their Government and their fellow humans.77

Because of its transcending disciplinary power, religion thus has a funda-
mentally utilitarian value: it makes subjects as well as rulers aware of their 
duties to each other and of the need for charity, friendship and trust. God 
has endowed humankind with the means “to fĳind out that there is a God”, 
and to realize “according to our own good reasoning and impulses” that 
people should behave in accordance with “the laws of nature, which eve-
ryone can fĳind by examining himself”.78 In short, humanity is necessarily 
endowed with religion, for without religion it is impossible to conceive of 
natural law and the existence of civil society.

Yet while religious belief as such is necessary, institutionalized 
Christianity is not, for it remains possible to “presuppose a Government 
that would grow out of the status naturalis, the natural condition, without 
public Religion”. Indeed, “Indians and Pagans” are a living example that 
some societies subsist without knowing the true faith.79 Religious diver-
sity is therefore a natural fact. Given all the diffferences between human 
beings, a proliferation of various religious sects is unavoidable, and so 
is the ensuing conflict among these sects, for people are by their passion-
ate nature inclined to challenge those who disagree and to try to con-
vert them to their own particular creed. In a situation where there is no 
higher authority over religion, endless warfare would be the inevitable 
result, “and because that would be ruinous for humankind, its causes 
should necessarily be removed by Politics to maintain the people and 
keep them alive”.80 In short, the passage from the state of nature to civil 
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81 Malcolm, Aspects of Hobbes, 45, referring to Politike Discoursen II.IV.3, p. 24.
82 Politike Discoursen II.IV.4, p. 32: “… dat in een land niet meer als eene supremo potes-

tas, Hoge Overigheid is, ofte behoord te weesen: ende dat geen Onderdaan eenige publike 
wettelike magt besit, dan die van deese Souveraine magt afdaald.”

83 Ibidem II.IV.2, p. 18: “… oproerige Geesteliken … tot haar eigen voordeel … met den 
gemeene Ingeseetenen te doen gelooven, dat door hare twist-schriften, en disputerende 
predicatien, ofte Conquesten op de ongeloovigen ofte dissenterenden, de ware Religie 
soude werden voortgeplant.”

84 Aanwysing III.1, p. 408: “… dat sy den Staat soo Regeeren, dat selfs de allerboos-aar-
digste ende hoovaardigste Predikers niet souden konnen de Republike omkeeren, ende ‘s 
Lands welvaaren vernietigen.”

society necessitates that the established sovereign oversees organized 
religion. Otherwise there would be no civil society, but only the continu-
ation of a war of all against all.

Accordingly, the De la Courts argue that the very essence of sovereignty 
implies secular control over the church. Religion is conducive to social 
concord because it teaches the love of one’s neighbours, yet it can only do 
so if supervised by one indivisible sovereign. Noel Malcolm has argued 
that this claim draws “directly on Hobbes’s political theories”, in particu-
lar because of the resulting “peculiarly Hobbesian twist to this argument” 
that the public judgment of good and evil belongs to the sovereign.81 
Yet the influence of Hobbes on the De la Courts’ views on the relation 
between church and state should not be overstated. The brothers do not 
refer to Hobbes at all in this context, and in so far as they appropriate 
Hobbes for their argument, they merely, like Voetius, turn Hobbes into an 
Arminian. Their account of the secular control over the church remains 
largely within the Arminian framework of a single sovereign in both civil 
and ecclesiastical afffairs. With a vocabulary that distantly echoes Grotius’s 
De imperio, the De la Courts assert “that in a Country there is or should be 
not more than one supremo [sic] potestas, High Government, and that no 
Subject possesses any public legitimate power than that which descends 
from this Sovereign power”.82 The alternative would be a plethora of “rebel-
lious clerics” who try to spark offf tumults and discord “to their own advan-
tage”, making their followers believe “that by their querulous writings and 
disputing predications or Conquests of the unbelievers or dissenters, the 
true Religion would be propagated”.83 For the De la Courts, as for Grotius, 
the opposite is the case. In order to preserve religion and concord in soci-
ety, it is necessary that all clerics are restrained in their words and deeds 
by the civil magistrates, who should “Govern the State in such a way that 
even the most malicious and haughtiest Preachers would not be able to 
overturn the Republic and to destroy the Country’s welfare”.84
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85 Politike Discoursen II.IV.6, p. 43: “… om de dwaalingen te weren, en de suiverheid der 
Leere te behouden … nog deliberative, nog vonnissende stem.”

86 Ibidem, 45: “… gelijk een Land gelukkigst is dat door een meenigte verstandige, en 
voorneemste Inwoonders werd geregeerd, en geen twee-spald heeft, door Regeering, in 
Regeering, ofte de Souverainiteit in verscheide Collegien gedeeld te hebben: soo schynd 
ook in speculatie, dat het bestier oover den Gods-dienst, een seer considerabel gedeelte der 
Politie zijnde, in een Republijk, by ene meenigte der voorneemste Borgers, best soude stand 
houden.”

This secular government over ecclesiastical afffairs to counterbalance 
the rebellious and demagogical clergy amounts to a public church that is 
overseen by the sovereign. Inspectors, appointed by the magistracy, 
administer the external afffairs of this public church, while the magistracy 
(and only the magistracy) also has the authority to convene a synod “to 
suppress deviations and to maintain the purity of the Doctrine”. Such a 
synod, which settles doctrinal afffairs, is made up by delegates of the sov-
ereign, and clerics have “neither a deliberative, nor a sentencing vote”.85 
All discussion and decision-making about doctrine is therefore left to 
laymen. Clerics are merely like soldiers who have to execute the orders of 
the sovereign without asking why. For the De la Courts, such a strict secu-
lar control over the church entails the only policy that corresponds to a 
true republic:

Like a Country is happiest when it is governed by a large number of pru-
dent  and most eminent Inhabitants, and when it has no discord 
because of a Government within Government or having the Sover-
eignty  divided amongst diffferent Colleges; so it appears as well in 
speculation that the rule over the Religion, being a very considerable part of 
Politics, would in a Republic remain best with a large number of the most 
eminent Citizens.86

The ecclesiastical body of the public church mirrors the body politic of 
the state: like the commonwealth, the church should be one because it 
binds the many together into a unity, a communal framework that inte-
grates individual diffferences. In both civil and ecclesiastical afffairs, this 
representative unity is best safeguarded by a broad government that will 
not succumb to anarchy or tyranny, be they political or religious.

The correlation between politics and religion means that the causes of 
as well as the antidotes against such anarchy and tyranny are largely com-
parable in both spheres. As the De la Courts argue, “the very same  passions 
of people spoil the Religion and install slavery or corruptions in Politics”. 
Hence, as liberty is maintained in a well-ordered republic, “the same rem-
edies should be employed to protect the Religion against decay” and to 
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87 Ibidem, 47: “En gelijk in een fraai gestelde Republijk, de Vryheid soo lange kan 
bewaard werden, tot dat sy door uitheems geweld haarer Nabuuren werd verkragt: soo 
soudemen ook de Religie, ende ’t geen men voor Godes woord, of revelatie hield, onvervalst 
konnen bewaaren: want het zijn alle de selve passien der menschen, die den Godsdienst 
bederven, en de slavernie, of corruptien, in de Politie invoeren; sulks en ook alle de selve 
remedien behoorde aan te wenden, om den Gods-dienst voor verval te beschermen.”

88 Ibidem, 48: “…doen volgens den Politiken regul, om den Staat by sijn oude, vry- 
ende suiverheid te behouden, ad principia redeundum. Namentlik, in alle geleegentheid 
tot de eerste beginselen, ende de suivere fonteine, Gods Woord, keeren.” Cf. Machiavelli, 
Discorsi III.1.

keep divine revelation “unadulterated”.87 Whereas republican liberty and 
concord are undermined if the monarchical desire to rule is allowed free 
rein, religion will likewise disintegrate under the domination of the clergy. 
This clerical ascendancy can be countered if the teachings of the public 
church are exclusively informed by Scripture and supervised by the sover-
eign. As the De la Courts maintain in a move that again merges Erasmus 
with Machiavelli, this policy boils down to the application of one funda-
mental principle: the “Political rule to keep the State in its ancient liberty 
and purity, ad principia redeundum, namely to turn back on all occasions 
to the fĳirst principles and to the pure fountain of God’s word”.88

Signifĳicantly, the De la Courts then maintain utter silence about what 
these fĳirst religious principles might be. This silence reveals how little 
importance they attach to the contents of theological dogma, quite unlike 
for example Grotius. Yet they do clearly follow Grotius with the further 
claim that a broad public church, which preserves the purity of faith, nec-
essarily leaves room for individual dissent in private. Like the hypothesis 
of a civil society without institutionalized religion, this assertion is clari-
fĳied by a reference to the supposedly primordial state of America. Imagine, 
the De la Courts tell their readers, a sovereign power in America that dic-
tates its own faith to all its subjects. This sovereign may be allowed to 
punish all dissenters who publicly preach another creed. Yet “according 
to the laws of nature”, the sovereign still has to protect those dissenters 
who remain politically loyal, because the only alternative is to put them 
back “in statu naturali, outside of the Civil state”, whereby they would 
cease to be its subjects. Through this thought experiment, the De la Courts 
argue that “man, coming out of the natural into the Civil state, has not given 
up his right or power to believe that which appears him to be true”. 
In other words, the social contract does not and cannot imply that people 
have renounced their freedom of conscience. As a consequence, “the 
Government is bound, according to the laws of nature, to allow Freedom 
of conscience to all its Subjects who would be willing to obey him as far as 
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89 Ibidem II.IV.3, p. 21–22: “… volgens de wetten der nature, moeten beschermen, gelijk 
als vooren, of haar in statu naturali, buiten den Borgerliken stand, stellen … want de 
mensch uit den natuurlike stant, tot de Burgerlike komende, heeft niet overgegeeven, sijn 
regt ofte magt om te geloven ’t gunt hem waaragtig schynd te weesen; om dat het hem 
onmogelik was … Sulks hier uit soude volgen, dat de Ooverheid, volgens de wetten der 
nature, gehouden is, Vryheid voor de conscientie, en ’t gewissen te laaten, aan alle haare 
Onderdaanen, die haar, in ’t geene haare mogelik is, en daar sy toe gehouden zijn, soude wil-
len gehoorsamen.”

90 Ibidem, 23–24.
91 See Israel, Dutch Republic, 760–764.
92 ‘D.H.’ [Johan de Wit], Public Gebedt, ofte consideratien tegens het nominatim bidden in 

de publique kerken voor particulieren persoonen, en specialijken voor den jegenwoordigen 
Heere Prince van Orangien, 3 vols. (Amsterdam: ‘Cyprianus van der Gracht’, 1663–4), vol. I: 
esp. 26–37.

possible and as much as they are bound”.89 Following the legacy of the 
Dutch Revolt that was continued by the Arminians, the brothers De 
la Court thus insist that freedom of conscience is an inalienable natural 
right to which no sovereign power, let alone any clerical preachers, 
can lay a claim. The authority of the magistracy extends over all exter-
nal  afffairs of the church and even over the contents of preaching and 
doctrine, yet it can never touch on the private conscience of every 
individual.90

The Debate over the Public Prayer

The extent to which this theory of secular supervision over the church 
and freedom of conscience entailed a direct intervention in the Dutch 
public debate, becomes clear in the controversy that arose shortly after 
the fĳirst works of the De la Courts were published. The immediate cause 
for this controversy was the ruling by the States of Holland, announced in 
1663, that all public preaching in the province should forsake prayers for 
the Prince of Orange. This ruling touched the sore spot of the political 
status quo, for it concerned the crucial issue of the degree of secular 
sovereignty over the church, as well as the antagonism between the 
advocates of ‘True Liberty’ and the Orangists.91 Revealingly, the States’ 
declaration was publicly legitimized by Johan de Wit, the cousin of 
his namesake the Grand Pensionary and also a relative of the Van der 
Voorts, and hence De la Court’s main intermediary with the The Hague 
establishment. In a large, three-volume treatise titled Public Gebedt 
[“Public Prayer”], De Wit followed Grotius in appropriating Bodin’s 
theory of sovereignty for the argument that the supreme authority in the 
Dutch Republic falls to the provincial States.92 The Prince of Orange might 
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93 De Wit, Public Gebedt, vol. I: 37–48, 52, and the entirety of vol. III.
94 Ibidem, vol. I, 45: “… in een Democratische by de Gemeente, als eertijts te Athenen, 

ende nu tot Zurich in Switserlant, ende in dezen Staat by de Staten van elke Provintie.”
95 Ibidem, vol. II: esp. ch. 5.
96 Pieter de la Court to the brothers Van der Voort, 24 November 1663, in Kernkamp 

(ed.), “Brieven (1661–1666),” 143: “Het Vervolg van ’t Publik Gebedd behaagd mij ongemeen 
seer, sulks ik hoope dat de goede ingeseetenen meer en meer sullen prijsen de proceduren 
van hare wettige overheid, en verfoeien de gedurige gepretendeerde dominatie en dwing-
landie der andere provintien omtrent Holland.”

 97 Den verresenen Barnevelt, betabbert met alle sijne politycke maximen (Zierikzee, 
1663), 13: “… eenen veraerden, ongeurigen en verrotten Waal, die … ’t fundament vande 
Regeringe deser Landen om verre werpende met sijne schriften, en schadelijcke maximen 
tegen Unie en Gereformeerde Religie.”

98 Ibidem, 37–38: “Nademael de Kercke in haer selven wesentlijck aengemerckt, niet en 
is een deel van de Politie.”

enjoy sovereign authority in his own estates but he has never done so in 
the Republic at large, where he is but a private individual.93 As De Wit 
insisted, in a “Democratic” state the sovereignty “is with the Com munity, 
as formerly in Athens and now in Zurich in Switzerland, and in this State 
with the States of each Province”.94 Thus characterizing Holland as a dem-
ocratic republic, De Witt stressed that the right to decide the contents of 
public prayers belongs only to the sovereign, i.e. to the States of Holland.95 
De la Court, who by then had been silenced by the Leiden consistory, was 
delighted with the Public Gebedt, as he wrote to his brothers-in-law shortly 
after its publication. The book “pleases me unusually much”, he said, “so 
that I hope that the good inhabitants will more and more appreciate the 
procedures of their lawful government and loathe the incessant pre-
tended dominance and tyranny of the other provinces over Holland”.96

At the other side of the political spectrum, the Public Gebedt encoun-
tered much criticism. Moreover, Orangist pamphleteers immediately 
linked the work to De la Court, who in one particularly vitriolic pamphlet 
was hailed as “the resurrected Barnevelt”, as the incarnation of politicized 
Arminianism. De la Court, according to this pamphlet, was a “hell-dog” 
full of lies and slanders, “a degenerated, reeking and rotten Walloon 
who … overthrows the foundation of the Government of these Lands with 
his writings and pernicious maxims against the Union and the Reformed 
Religion”.97 Such qualifĳications had by then become a commonplace ele-
ment of anti-De la Courtism, and it is more revealing that the pamphlet 
explicitly equated De la Court’s Interest van Holland with Grotius, 
Episcopius and the Public Gebedt. The pamphlet countered this Arminian 
tradition by arguing, in line with Voetius, that “the Church considered 
essentially in itself is not a part of Politics”.98 Therefore, ecclesiastical 
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 99 Ibidem, 45–46: “Om dat ’t geene Kerckelijck is, niet den Overheydt maer de Dienaren 
van de Kerck privatelick toekomt … Vryheydt van bidden, zijnde der Kercken machtighste 
wapenen, en die die Kercken noyt konnen ontnomen werden.”

100 Den Schotsen duyvel, betabbert in den verresenen Barnevelt … met alle sijne Jesuitsche 
maximen van ’t Presbyterisch convenant, en ’t Utrechtsch Presbytery. Uyt de gemeene lessen 
en legenden van Gisbertus Voetius, aerts-muyt-meester (Utrecht, 1663). See also Herstelden 
Barneveldt, ofte t’samenspraeck tusschen een Hollander, Seeu ende Vries (Leiden, 1663).

101 See esp. Der Remonstranten vocale letters (Schiedam, 1664), Consideratien op het pub-
lijck gebedt ofte gebede-formulier van Hollandt, tegen D.H. (Leeuwarden, 1663) and Nadere 
ofte tweede consideratien tegen het publijck gebedt (Leeuwarden, 1663).

102 ‘Vrederyck Waermont’ [Adriaen Koerbagh], De souverainiteyt van Holland ende 
West-Vriesland … Tot refutatie van den verresen Barnevelt (Middelburg, 1664): “Jesuytsche 
maximen en sustinuen … Voetiaensche Consistorianten.” On the authorship of this pam-
phlet, see Gerrit Jongeneelen, “An Unknown Pamphlet of Adriaan Koerbagh,” Studia 
Spinozana 3 (1987), 405–415.

authority cannot be subordinated to secular authority. Those who serve 
God have another duty than those who govern the commonwealth, and 
hence there is no question of a divided sovereignty or imperium in imperio 
should the clergy remain independent of the magistracy. Rather, church 
and state each operate in their own distinct spheres. Since “that which is 
ecclesiastical does not belong to the Government but privately to the 
Servants of the Church”, it is to the clergy to decide whom to pray for. In 
this way the pamphlet defended the “Freedom of praying” against the 
Erastian usurpation of the church propagated by De la Court cum suis.99

The controversy over the public prayer continued to dominate the 
public debate throughout the 1660s. A subsequent pamphlet openly 
denounced Voetius as a “Scottish Devil” with “Jesuit maxims”, an “arch 
master of mutiny” who propagated a treacherous blend of Catholicism 
and Presbyterianism.100 In reply, the Voetians returned the accusation of 
sowing discord and endangering the social harmony.101 Both sides of the 
debate thus claimed to safeguard concord and peace against the rebel-
lious assaults of the adversary. Eventually, the controversy also lured 
more radical freethinkers into the hazardous sphere of public disputa-
tion. Adriaen Koerbagh, a particularly non-conformist author who was 
close to Spinoza, clearly chose sides by championing the sovereignty of 
the States of Holland against the “Jesuit maxims” of the “Voetian consisto-
rians”.102 In 1665, the dispute was taken at a higher theoretical level 
with the publication of the treatise De jure ecclesiasticorum, issued in the 
fĳictional “Alethopolis” (“True-State”) under the pseudonym of ‘Lucius 
Antistius Constans’. Spinoza, Van Velthuysen and De la Court have all 
been suspected of hiding under this name, yet the least improbable 
candidate is Lodewijk Meijer, a graduate in philosophy and medicine 
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103 [Lodewijk Meijer], Philosophia sacrae scripturae interpres (‘Eleutheropolis’ 
[=Amsterdam], 1666). The library of De la Court van der Voort had a copy of this work: 
Library, fol. 17. For Meijer, see Israel, Radical Enlightenment, 197–217, and Van Bunge, From 
Stevin to Spinoza, 94–96. On the authorship of De jure ecclesiasticorum, cf. Wildenberg, 
Bibliografĳie, 30, and Israel, Radical Enlightenment, 201.

104 ‘Lucius Antistius Constans’, De jure ecclesiasticorum (‘Alethopolis’, 1665), “Praefatio,” 
sig. A4 v.: “ea impia, inepta & perniciosa omnis aevi Ecclesiastcorum Ambitio.” For a short 
analysis of the work, see Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 245–250. See also Hans Blom, 
“Le contexte historique du De jure ecclesiasticorum” and Christian Lazzeri, “L.A. Constans 
entre Hobbes et Spinoza,” in Du droit des ecclésiastiques, trans. V. Butori (Caen : Centre de 
philosophie politique et juridique, 1991), viii-xli.

105 ‘Constans’, De jure, 22–25.
106 Ibidem, 52: “Omnem Inaequalitatem Ecclesiasticorum non minus aut aliter, 

quam caeterorum Civium a solis Prodiis procedere: Nec ullum illorum & horum discrimen 
esse.”

107 Ibidem, 64–152.

from Leiden University and also a member of Spinoza’s circle. Meijer’s 
Philosophia sacrae scripturae interpres, published anonymously in 1666 in 
“Eleutheropolis” (“Free-State”), caused a major uproar for its radical sub-
ordination of theological dogma to rational inquiry and its rejection of the 
doctrine of the Trinity.103

The De jure ecclesiasticorum does not entail such a radical stance, yet it 
intervenes directly in the public debate with a comparably provocative 
attitude and pushes the Arminian legacy to the extreme. Condemning the 
“impious, inept & pernicious Ambition of the Ecclesiastics of all ages”, 
the treatise rejects any claim to ecclesiastical independence.104 It follows 
in the footsteps of Grotius and the brothers De la Court but radicalizes 
their theory of the establishment of the civil society. For the author of 
De jure, people leave the state of nature through a double pact, whereby 
all give up their right and power of judging and deciding how to lead their 
life. Accordingly, every single member of the civitas has agreed to “cease 
being Gods for themselves”. Citizens surrender their natural right and 
power entirely to the sovereign magistrates, the prodii, those who “take 
God’s place”.105 No member of society can possibly be exempted from this 
double pact. As a result, all forms of social hierarchy (such as a public 
ministry) issue from the prodii alone: “All Inequality of the Ecclesiastics, 
which is not less or diffferent than the inequality of other Citizens, pro-
ceeds only from the Prodii: There is no diffference between them [i.e. the 
Ecclesiastics] and others.”106 Rebutting every claim that the clergy enjoys 
distinctive privileges, De jure thus aims to prove that clerics are just ordi-
nary citizens who always remain dependent on the favour of the sover-
eign, as does any other civil servant.107
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108 Ibidem, 2, 56–57.
109 Ibidem, 4.
110 On Spinoza’s “‘theological-political’ intervention”, see Etienne Balibar, Spinoza and 

Politics (London and New York: Verso, 2008), esp. 1–24. Pieter de la Court van der Voort 
owned copies of Spinoza’s Tractatus Theologico-Politicus (‘Hamburg, 1670’) and of the 
Opera Posthuma by ‘B.D.S.’, published in 1677. See Library, fol. 17. For the fascinating story 
behind the publication and distribution of Spinoza’s works, see Israel, Radical 
Enlightenment, 275–294.

111 See Pufendorf, De jure naturae et gentium III.II.9, discussed in Blom, “Le contexte 
historique,” xix-xx.

112 Aanwysing I.14, p. 61: “Want de Potestas coercendi, die dwingende magt niemande 
dan den Politiken is gegeeven; Ende van de selve Politike magt, ook alle magt ende regt op 
den Kerkeliken, indien sy eenige hebben, moet neederdalen.” See also the qualifĳications of 
De jure as a “voortrefffelik” and “onweederleggelik Boukjen” in Ibidem III.1–2, p. 407, 425.

This far-reaching Erastian argument relies on two important concep-
tions of religion as such. First, clearly following the Arminian tradition, 
the treatise distinguishes between internal and external religion. The for-
mer concerns the individual soul and can only be overseen by God, but 
the latter concerns all the ‘corporal’ aspects of religion and is fully admin-
istered by the clergy on the authority of the sovereign. The author of 
De jure emphasizes that speech too is a corporal action. Therefore the 
contents of public prayers are always to be supervised by the secular 
powers – an obvious reference to the controversy on the Public Gebedt.108 
Secondly, De jure highlights the value of religion as a political tool. While 
Grotius and the De la Courts stressed the political importance of religion, 
the author of De jure pushes their argument further by maintaining that 
the utilitas of religion can in fact be of more importance than its veritas. In 
other words, the prodii do not necessarily take the place of the one and 
only true God: they might propagate a specifĳic creed only for its utility.109 
The implications of this view would be developed further by Spinoza, 
whose Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, published in 1670, entails by far the 
most radical intervention in the Dutch debate on the relation between 
state and church and the political pretensions of the clergy.110

De jure was also read outside of the Republic, for example by Pufendorf, 
who referred to the treatise as support for his conception of the causes of 
inequality in civil society.111 Another keen reader of De jure was De la 
Court. In preparing the Aanwysing, De la Court saw his own ideas on the 
position of the clergy demonstrated by that “excellent” and “irrefutable 
book”. It made him insist once more that the “potestas coercendi”, the 
power of coercion, belongs only to the sovereign, “and from the same 
Political Power must descend all power and right of the Ecclesiastics, if 
they have any”.112 In the end, perhaps because of his manifestly popular 
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113 Recht-heylsame polityke en kerckelycke maximes, gestelt tegens de schadelijcke maxi-
mes van La Court, en andere (Utrecht, 1674).

114 [Ericus Walten], Spiegel der waarheyd. Ofte t’samensprekinge tusschen een Arminiaan 
ende vroom patriot (s.l., 1690), 4: “Dit is ’t Hoofd-Articul van ’t Arminiaanse Geloof, 
Gebouwt op de Fondamenten van Barnevelt, bekrachtigt door soo veel Lessen van Hugo de 
Groot, op nieuws vermeerdert door Jan de Wit, ende Pieter de Groot, ende eyndelijk voltoyt 
door Pieter la Court.”

115 Politike Weeg-schaal I.I.25, p. 117–118: “… dat de Monarchen de zaaken van 
den Godsdienst gantsch niet doorgronden … van de waarheit ofte Godvreesendheit 
afdwalen … en dienvolgende werden de Monarchen ligtelik gebragt soo verre, dat sy van 
Religie veranderen … als meede den geheelen publiken Godsdienst verfatsoeneeren, en ver-
zieren; naar haar eigen ofte Favoriten interest.” Cf. also Aanwysing III.7, p. 513–516.

116 Aanwysing III.1–2, p. 398–400, 426–429.

rhetoric, De la Court came to be seen as the principal spokesman of this 
Arminian theory of church and state. Years later, in 1674, many of the 
Voetian pamphlets concerning the controversy of the public prayer were 
republished as a general refutation of “the pernicious Maxims of La Court 
and others”.113 And even after De la Court’s death, a pro-Stadholder pam-
phlet of 1690 accused the “Main Article of the Arminian Faith, Build on 
the Foundations of Barnevelt, confĳirmed by so many lessons of Hugo 
Grotius … and fĳinally completed by Pieter la Court”.114

Yet although his opponents overtly portrayed him as an Arminian, De 
la Court should not be characterized too hastily as a dedicated disciple of 
Remonstrant theology. Theological issues are all but absent from the writ-
ings of the De la Courts, and their adherence to the Arminian legacy is 
principally political: it is an intrinsic element of their republican account 
of civil society and their criticism of the monarchical desire to rule. This 
republican emphasis becomes clear in a number of passages  that com-
ment on the fate of religion in monarchies. The De la Courts assert that 
kings, easily misled by flattery and detrimental advice, “do not grasp the 
afffairs of Religion at all” and “err from the truth or fear for God”. This lack 
of devoutness and understanding leads to religious instability, for mon-
archs “are easily brought that far that they change from Religion … and also 
remodel and embellish the entire public Religion according to their own or 
their Favourites’ interest”.115 The unadorned purity of Christianity, based 
on Scripture and the simplicity of the apostolic era, degenerates into arti-
fĳicial ornamentation when left to the whims of a monarchical court. 
Monarchs tend to support rebellious clerics in order to achieve their 
supremacy (with Henry IV, Cromwell, and William the Silent as revealing 
examples), and this clerical prominence poses an acute threat to the 
social concord and the stability of religion as such.116
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117 Politike Weeg-schaal I.I.25, p. 119: “… maar de Republiken, eenmaal het zware juk des 
Pausdoms afgeworpen hebbende, zijn al te saamen volstandig gebleeven tot huiden toe.”

118 Aanwysing III.1, p. 406–407.
119 Ibidem III.2, p. 427–428: “… een Kerken-Raad, ofte Republikse Kerkelike Bedieninge, 

waarmede de Vryheid der Republike beeter bewaard soude weesen.”
120 On the practice of early-modern Dutch toleration, see in particular the various 

essays in R. Po-Chia Hsia and H.F.K. van Nierop (eds.), Calvinism and Religious Toleration 
in the Dutch Golden Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002). For a compara-
tive approach that puts Dutch toleration into international perspective, see Benjamin 
Kaplan, Divided by Faith. Religious Conflict and the Practice of Toleration in Early Modern 
Europe (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2007). Cf. as well the revisionist 
essays on early-modern European toleration in Ole Peter Grell and Bob Scribner (eds.), 

In sharp contrast, “the Republics, once having thrown offf the yoke of the 
Papacy, have all together remained constant until today”.117 A republican 
regime that utterly discards courtly or clerical demagogy is able to uphold 
a broad, consensus-based public church that keeps religion pure and sta-
ble. The sovereign control over the church, necessary to counter the pre-
tensions of the clergy, is only possible in republics where that sovereignty 
belongs to an assembly of many.118 Moreover, the maintenance of a public 
church is easiest when that church is governed in a republican way, freed 
from papal and bishopric usurpation, by “a Church council, or Republican 
Ecclesiastical Offfĳice, with which the Liberty of the Republic would be bet-
ter preserved”.119 The political organization of the public church is more 
important than the particularities of its creed, the adiaphora of Christian 
faith. This fairly relativist attitude towards the contents of religious dogma 
becomes particularly clear in the remarkable plea of the brothers De la 
Court for the ultimate characteristic of a true commercial common-
wealth: the toleration of dissenters.

Toleration: Pluralism for the Sake of Unity

Dutch Toleration between Practice & Theory

What did toleration entail in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic? 
This is an important question because the practice of religious co-existence 
in the Dutch Golden Age has often been heralded as an exceptional 
phenomenon that, though an anomaly in its own age, somehow prophe-
sied the problems and promises of modern-day societies. At the same 
time, revisionist historiography has maintained that the relatively toler-
ant practices of the Dutch urban world entailed merely a pragmatic 
modus vivendi that lacked any principled theoretical underpinning.120 
The rather paradoxical consensus on Dutch toleration in the seventeenth 
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Tolerance and Intolerance in the European Reformation (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996), and Ole Peter Grell and Roy Porter (eds.), Toleration in Enlightenment Europe 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).

121 For some notable exceptions, see Israel, “Intellectual Debate”; Marshall, Locke, 
Toleration; and Joris van Eijnatten, Mutua Christianorum Tolerantia. Irenicism and 
Toleration in the Netherlands: the Stinstra afffair, 1740–1745 (Florence: Olschki, 1998). See 
also Willem Frijhofff, “The Threshold of Toleration. Interconfessional Conviviality in 
Holland During the Early Modern Period,” in Idem, Embodied Belief. Ten Essays on Religious 
Culture in Dutch History (Hilversum: Verloren, 2002), 39–65. For the English case, see 
Alexandra Walsham, Charitable Hatred. Tolerance and Intolerance in England, 1500–1700 
(Manchester and New York: Manchester University Press, 2006)

century seems to be that the United Provinces were characterized by a 
far-reaching practice of toleration as compared to other European poli-
ties, while toleration as a theoretical ideal was mainly formulated outside 
of the Netherlands – or at best by foreigners confronted with the realities 
of Dutch religious co-existence such as John Locke and Pierre Bayle. As a 
result, the varying degrees of toleration of seventeenth-century Dutchmen 
are often judged along a modern standard of what it means to be tolerant, 
yet what the concept of toleration meant to those Dutchmen themselves 
has thus far received little detailed analysis.121

For early-modern Europeans, the Latin tolerantia had the obvious con-
notation of a burden that had to be borne for the sake of a lesser evil. In 
order to overcome the religious conflicts that shattered Europe in the 
wake of the Reformation, such forbearance of diffference and disagree-
ment was considered necessary for the maintenance of social peace. Yet 
importantly, it was not seen as a goal in itself. Thus, toleration (in Dutch 
tolerantie or verdraagzaamheid, the literal equivalent to forbearance) 
did not originally imply the unconditional acceptance of otherness as a 
virtue, but rather the provisional connivance with diversity as the only 
means to counter open conflict. Toleration therefore bore the suggestion 
of Biblical patience, the temporary endurance of evil so that eventually, 
unity and concord within society could be re-established. In short, the 
foundation and the ideal of toleration was not the celebration of plural-
ism but the search for common ground. Because of this communal con-
notation of the concept, toleration usually implied a collective permission 
to a dissenting group on the authority of the civil power. Contrary to its 
modern signifĳicance as an individual, moral quality actively pursued by 
one individual and open for another to claim as an innate right, in the 
seventeenth century toleration involved a revocable license granted by 
the magistracy for the sake of order and stability. Toleration therefore 
meant political interference, paradoxically as it may sound to modern 
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122 See the lucid discussion in Van Eijnatten, Mutua Christianorum Tolerantia, 7–21, and 
cf. Kaplan, Divided by Faith. Van Eijnatten insists on the conceptual distinction between 
‘tolerantie’, i.e. active non-discrimination, and ‘verdraagzaamheid’ in the sense of passive 
forbearance, yet I am not convinced that this distinction holds for the seventeenth cen-
tury: the brothers De la Court, for example, used both terms interchangeably.

123 See Israel, “Intellectual Debate,” 11, and Marshall, Locke, Toleration, 344–345.
124 Andrew Pettegree, “The Politics of Toleration in the Free Netherlands, 1572–1620,” in 

Grell and Scribner (eds.), Tolerance and Intolerance, 182–198: 198.
125 [Simon Episcopius], Vrye godes-dienst, of t’samen-spreeckinghe tusschen Remon-

strant en Contra-Remonstrant (s.l., 1627), 7: “… soo is onse gheloof een puere loutere gave 
Godts, die alleen van Godt komt, sonder eenighe onse toedoen. ’T Disputeeren, ’t krackee-
len helpt daer niet meer toe.”

ears: while its present-day meaning is intrinsically linked to the concep-
tion of a separation between church and state, early-modern toleration 
implied the active intervention of the state in matters of faith.122

Thus in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic the debate on tolera-
tion was intrinsically linked to the debate on the sovereignty in ecclesias-
tical afffairs and the political role of the church. The Arminian plea for a 
public church supervised by the state left the private exercise of freedom 
of conscience as an inviolable asset beyond the coercive powers of the 
sovereign. However, this defence of freedom of conscience did not neces-
sarily entail a tolerationist attitude as regards religious dissenters. In its 
earliest stages, Arminianism in fact proved to be anything but tolerant 
towards religious diversity.123 Both Uytenbogaert and Grotius advocated 
severe measures against those forms of worship that exceeded the limits 
of the public church. It was only after 1618, when the Arminians them-
selves became the victims of persecution, that they started to plead openly 
for religious toleration. As Andrew Pettegree has remarked, early-modern 
toleration was “only ever likely to be the party cry of the disappointed, 
the dispossessed, or the seriously confused”, in short, “it was only ever a 
loser’s creed”.124

The main Arminian representative of this loser’s creed was Episco pius. 
His 1627 pamphlet Vrye godes-dienst [“Free Worship”], diffferent to his 
theological work published in the vernacular, entailed perhaps his most 
manifest intervention in the Dutch public debate. The pamphlet stages a 
dialogue between a Remonstrant and a Contra-Remonstrant on the issue 
of religious diversity. With this literary form Episcopius rhetorically 
empha sizes the importance of open conversation to overcome confes-
sional disagreement. At the start of the dialogue the Contra-Remonstrant 
character insists on the necessity of force to punish dissenters. He negates 
the utility of discussion, because “our religion is a pure, sheer gift of God” 
which therefore transcends any form of debate or doubt.125 However, in 
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126 Cf. Remer, Humanism and the Rhetoric of Toleration, esp. 43–101. For a slightly difffer-
ent interpretation, which stresses the polemical aspects of Epsicopius’ dialogue, see 
Sierhuis, “A Babel Full of Confusion”, 322–324.

127 For Episcopius’ theory of toleration, see Israel, “Intellectual Debate,” 18–20, Marshall, 
Locke, Toleration, 351–354, and Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 94–107.

128 Epsicopius, Vrye godes-dienst, 16: “… dat een yeghelijck altijdt en overal, ‘t zy in een 
Coninghrijck, ‘t zy in een Republijcke, vry en gheoorloft is sijne ghevoelen van de Religie 
te verklaren en anderen mede te deelen.”

129 Cf. Kaplan, Divided by Faith, 172–197.
130 Episcopius, Vrye godes-dienst, 44: “Want daer vryheydt van conscientie voorghes-

taen wordt, daer moet elck een die genieten, of het is geen rechte vryheyt: Dat vry is moet 
gemeen zijn, of het wort wederom dwangh.”

the course of the dialogue the Contra-Remonstrant gradually comes to 
perceive that matters are more complex. Eventually the conversation 
challenges his earlier certainties and brings him closer to the position of 
his Remonstrant challenger. Episcopius thus shows that dialogue is an 
essential means to solve diffferences of faith peacefully, and that the truth 
is not given a priori but that it must be found through a collective endeav-
our. The pamphlet both propagates and performs this Erasmian, irenicist 
ideal.126

To persuade his opponent, the Remonstrant character in Vrye godes-
dienst stresses the Biblical virtue of loving one’s neighbour and continues 
with an exposition of the main principles of the Arminian theory of a pub-
lic church. Here Episcopius crucially departs from his Arminian predeces-
sors by admitting room for religious dissent outside of that public church. 
In this way, he broadens freedom of conscience to freedom of worship 
and expression.127 The pamphlet emphasizes that “everyone is always and 
anywhere, be it in a Kingdom or in a Republic, free and permitted to 
declare his feeling about Religion and to let it know to others”.128 The only 
condition for such a public afffĳirmation of faith is that it does not go against 
the civil law, even though there should always be opportunity for private 
congregations to convene in secret – a clear defence and rationalization 
of the practical connivance of schuilkerken, clandestine churches, in 
the Dutch Republic.129 In line with this judgment, Episcopius also advo-
cates the toleration of Catholics, at least if they act in accordance with 
the law, for “where freedom of conscience is advocated, there anyone 
should enjoy it, or else it would not be true freedom. That which is free 
must be common, or else it becomes again coercion”.130

This signifĳicant, principled defence of a broad conception of religious 
freedom obviously entails much more than a deliberate but unconvinced 
pragmatist attitude, as seventeenth-century Dutch toleration has often 
been characterized. Episcopius unequivocally stresses the value of a 
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131 Episcopius, Vrye godes-dienst, 37: “… hoe meerder ghesintheden, hoe minder peri-
jckel en vreese. D’een houdt d’ander in ghewichte en balance, en de meeste overweghen 
altijdt licht eenen, die de Meester soude willen maken. De vryheyt selve is een remedie 
teghen alle onghelijck en onheyl.”

132 Ibidem, 54–55: “Sy noemen de deughden sonden, de sonden deughden, het goed 
quaedt, het quaedt goed, licht duysternisse, en duysternisse licht.”

133 Israel, “Intellectual Debate,” 19, states that Episcopius advocated “a plurality of 
churches”, but I have only found evidence that Episcopius argued in favour of a plurality 
of convictions (“ghesintheden”), which is something else. Cf. also Marshall, Locke, 
Toleration, 354.

134 [Johannes Uytenbogaert], Voorstant van de vryheyt der conscientie, teghen den con-
scientie-dwangh van Henricus Arnoldi vander Linden (s.l., 1630), 34 (marginal): “Men moet 
de verscheydenheyt op d’eenicheyt van ’t fondament verdraghen.”

135 Henricus Arnoldi vander Linde, Vande conscientie-dwangh (Delft, 1629). For a short 
analysis of this pamphlet, see Israel, “Intellectual Debate,” 17–18, and H.A. Enno van 
Gelder, Getemperde vrijheid. Een verhandeling over de verhouding van Kerk en Staat in de 

diversity of religious beliefs, for “the more convictions, the less danger and 
fear. The one balances the other, and the majority always easily weighs 
more than one that would desire to take the upper hand. Freedom itself is 
a remedy against all inequality and disaster”.131 With this claim Episcopius 
also advocates religious freedom as a political tool, as a means to counter 
instability and social discord by mutually attaching all citizens of difffer-
ent creeds to the commonwealth. As the Remonstrant protagonist in 
the dialogue tells his opponent, those who undermine the concord of the 
Republic are in fact the intolerant Contra-Remonstrant ministers. They 
mislead their congregations with dangerous paradiastole, “calling the 
virtues sins, the sins virtues, good evil, evil good, light darkness, dark-
ness light”.132 A tolerationist policy counters such deceitful, demagogical 
speech, Episcopius suggests. However, it is important to stress that his 
principled plea for the toleration of dissent does not involve a variety of 
public churches, but rather, true to Erasmus’s irenicist ideal, one broad 
and inclusive public church that encompasses a variety of mutually 
accommodating opinions and beliefs.133 In short, for Episcopius too, the 
goal is unity, not plurality per se.

Three years later, in 1630, Uytenbogaert expressed the very same desire 
for “variety on the unity of the foundation” in a pamphlet that defended 
Epsicopius’s plea for toleration against its refutation by Henricus Arnoldi, 
a Contra-Remonstrant preacher and pamphleteer from Delft.134 Arnoldi 
basically argued that, following the spirit of the Dutch Revolt, freedom of 
conscience should be guaranteed, but that such freedom does not involve 
freedom of worship. Instead, further toleration of public congregations 
like the Remonstrants would, according to Arnoldi, endanger social con-
cord and sow chaos and conflict.135 In reply, Uytenbogaert recapitulated 
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Republiek der Verenigde Nederlanden en de vrijheid van meningsuiting in zake godsdienst, 
drukpers en onderwijs, gedurende de 17e eeuw (Groningen, 1972), 238–240.

136 Uytenbogaert, Voorstant van de Vryheyt der Conscientie, 35: “… welcke verscheyden-
heyt als dan maeckt, niet verscheyden Christelijcke Kercken, maar verscheyden deelen 
(doch d’een suyverder of schurfter als ’t ander) van eene Alghemeyne Christelijcke 
Kercke.”

137 Israel, “Intellectual Debate,” 18, 20–21; and Idem, Dutch Republic, 637–638.
138 See Van Eijnatten, Mutua Christianorum Tolerantia, 18–19, and esp. Aart de Groot, 

“Heterodoxie, Häresie und Toleranz in der Sicht von Gisbertus Voetius (1589–1676),” in 
Henry Méchoulan et al. (eds.), La formazione storica della alterità. Studi di storia della tol-
leranza nell’età moderna offferti a Antonio Rotondò, 3 vols. (Florence: Olschki, 2001), vol. II: 
517–539. See also O.J. de Jong, “Voetius en de tolerantie,” in J. van Oort et al. (eds.), De 
onbekende Voetius (Kampen: J.H. Kok, 1989), 109–116.

139 Voetius, Politicae ecclesiasticae partis primae, vol. II, esp. IV.I.2 (“De libertate consci-
entiae & permissione religionum in Republica”).

the main principles of the Arminian theory of church and state. He 
insisted that a variety of publicly propagated beliefs would not under-
mine the social stability, given that “such a variety does not create various 
Christian Churches, but various parts (though the one purer or scabbier 
than the other) of one General Christian Church”.136 This revealing state-
ment makes clear that for Uytenbogaert, toleration did not extend beyond 
the borders of Christianity, while within those borders as well, one ‘pure’ 
(read: Remonstrant) interpretation of Scripture should be preferred.

As Jonathan Israel has convincingly shown, “the great Dutch toleration 
debate” of the late 1620s eventually instigated a looser, more flexible polit-
ical climate in which the Remonstrants and other dissenting religious 
groups were, at least in some towns in the Republic, able to obtain per-
mission for the public practice of their beliefs.137 However, the limits to 
such toleration remained the object of dispute. Certain cities, most nota-
bly Leiden, continued a strong repressive policy of heterodox congrega-
tions. It might be argued that the overall result of the debate was a 
relatively lenient attitude as regards conventional diversity within 
Protestantism, for example towards Lutherans and Anabaptists, while 
more radical deviations from the norm fell victim to renewed repression. 
In the orthodox camp, Voetius insisted on the Christian duty of clemency 
and moderatio so as to reinstall peace and concord, a notion that opened 
the way to a certain degree of toleration within the Reformed church.138 
He stressed that individual conscience is only answerable to God and that 
compulsion cannot engender true faith, thus acknowledging that people 
should be allowed to worship as they want in private.139 Yet in public, 
the truth should remain triumphant. Therefore all ‘heretics’ who deny the 
fundamentals of faith ought to be banned from the church, and thus, from 
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140 Nobbs, Theocracy and Toleration, 208, and De Groot, “Heterodoxie,” 533–536. Cf. on 
the justifĳication of persecution in England: Mark Goldie, “The Theory of Religious 
Intolerance in Restoration England,” in Ole Peter Grell et al. (eds.), From Persecution to 
Toleration: The Glorious Revolution and Religion in England (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1991), 331–368.

141 Israel, Dutch Republic, 911–912.
142 Voetius, Politicae ecclesiasticae partis primae, vol. 2, IV.I.9–10, p. 529–580. Cf. 

Marshall, Locke, Toleration, 368, and De Groot, “Heterodoxie,” 530–532.
143 [Adriaan Paets], Antwoord, van een Gereformeerdt Hollander, op een klaagbrief van 

N.N. Over zommige onrustige Rotterdamsche Predicanten, en voornamentlijk Iacobus 
Borstius (s.l., 1654); Idem, Sedig antwoord van N.N. Gereformeerd Hollander … Waar in bew-
esen werd dat de dwalende als soodanige niet strafbaar zijn door uyterlijk geweld (Leiden, 
[1655]); Idem, Fabula vetus actores novi. Dat is, de oude paep onder een nieuwe kap (s.l., 
1656): “… heersucht, oproerigheyt, precijsheyt, geltgierigheyt &c. … dese hervormde 
Papen.” On Paets, see Enno van Gelder, Getemperde vrijheid, 245–249.

144 Van Velthuysen, Ondersoeck of de Christelijcke Overheydt eenigh quaedt in haer 
gebiedt mach toe laeten, 140: “Laat ons altijdt dencken dat Godt barmherticheydt en geen 
Offferande begeert.”

the offfĳicial religious life. Given Voetius’s view on the relation between 
state and church, he left it to the civil authorities to decide whether these 
‘sects’ should be permitted in the civil sphere, but he also contended that 
the sovereign could not support the propagation of a false religion.140

In line with Voetius’s decrees, a gradual Catholic revival and the grow-
ing influence of Socinianism prompted a renewed offfensive to counter 
the spread of heterodoxy over the course of the 1640s and 1650s. In 1653, 
the States of Holland issued a far-reaching decree against all forms of 
Socinianism, which set severe limits to toleration for decades to come.141 
Theologians such as Voetius insisted on the necessity to eradicate hidden 
anti-Trinitarian beliefs among Remonstrant circles, which thus remained 
the victim of repression.142 As a result, the main propagators of toleration 
in the second half of the century continued to come from the ranks of 
Arminianism. Adriaan Paets, a Rotterdam regent who was close to the 
free-thinking Collegiant movement, reacted against the persecution of 
Socinianism with a number of pamphlets that highlighted the peaceful-
ness of true faith and condemned the “heerszucht, rebelliousness, rigidity, 
and greediness” of the “reformed Papists”.143 Some years later, in 1660, Van 
Velthuysen published a comparable pamphlet in which he defended the 
right and duty of the state to tolerate religious dissent. He insisted repeat-
edly that such toleration follows from the maxim “God desires mercy and 
not offfering”.144 In a direct confutation of Voetius, Van Velthuysen further 
asserted that political necessity and the unenforceability of conscience 
demand that certain “sins” be tolerated. The fundamental Christian com-
mandment of loving one’s neighbour asks for hospitality towards those 
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145 Ibidem, 296: “… die arme Joden te ontfangen, te herbergen, en verblijf te geven, als er 
geen hoop is, dat sy elders sullen ontfangen worden.”

146 Ibidem, 128–129: “Soo kanmen dan besluyten, dat een uyterlijck bedrijf van een 
valschen Gots-dienst, in voege voor-haalt, door de Regenten souden mogen geweert 
worden.”

147 See Joris van Eijnatten, “Lodestars of Latitude. Gerard Brandt’s Peacable Christian, c. 
1664, Irenicism and Religious Dissent,” LIAS. Sources and Documents Relating to the Early 
Modern History of Ideas 26 (1999), 57–75: 62 (“een verslindster aller sekten”).

148 Ibidem, 71–72.
149 Gerard Brandt, Historie der Reformatie, en andre kerkelyke geschiedenissen, 4 vols. 

(Amsterdam, 1671–1704). See for this work Peter Burke, “The Politics of Reformation 
History: Burnet and Brandt,” in Alistair Duke and C.A. Tamse (eds.), Clio’s Mirror. 
Historiography in Britain and the Netherlands (Zutphen: Walburg Pers, 1985), 73–85. For 
some remarks on its reception, cf. Christine Berkvens-Stevelinck, “La reception de 
l’Historie der Reformatie de Gerard Brandt et son influence sur la conception de la tolé-
rance hollandaise,” in Idem et al. (eds.), Emergence of Tolerance, 131–140.

150 Philippus van Limborch, Korte wederlegginge van ’t boexken onlangs uytgegeven 
by Iacopus Sceperus … by vorme van ’t samen-sprekinge tusschen een Remonstrant 
en Contraremonstrant (Amsterdam, 1661), esp. 160–162, which directly quotes from 
Epsicopius’ Vrye godes-dienst.

who flee from persecution, such as Jews, “if there is no hope that they will 
be received elsewhere”.145 Nevertheless, Van Velthuysen also made clear, 
referring to Catholics, that the magistracy has the authority to ban “the 
external practice of a false Religion”.146

Another active Arminian champion of irenicism and secular interfer-
ence in religion was Gerard Brandt. His aptly titled didactic poem De 
vreedzame Christen [“The Peaceful Christian”] denounced clerical ambi-
tion and pride for creating discord. Brandt argued for apostolic simplicity, 
mutual forbearance and the agreement on the fundamentals of faith, 
which, so he hoped, established a broad public church supervised by the 
civil authorities that would be “a devourer of all sects”.147 He sent a copy of 
the poem to Van Velthuysen, and he dedicated the 1665 collection of 
poetry in which it was published to Pieter de Groot.148 In the 1670s, Brandt 
would gain fame for his historical overview of the Dutch Reformation, the 
Historie der Reformatie [“History of the Reformation”], a work in the vein 
of Uytenbogaert that involved a similar Erasmian, anti-clerical and ireni-
cist plea for concord and toleration.149 Brandt’s colleague at the Remon-
strant Seminary of Amsterdam, Philippus van Limborch, proved to be at 
least as important for the continuation of the Arminian ideal of tolera-
tion. Van Limborch was related to Episcopius, whose manuscripts he 
had inherited, and also by marriage to De Groot. In 1661, he published a 
tolerationist pamphlet in the form of a dialogue akin to Episcopius’s rhe-
torical strategy of Vrye godes-dienst.150 Throughout the next decades, he 
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151 For Van Limborch, see P. J. Barnouw, Philippus van Limborch (The Hague: Mouton & 
Co., 1963) and cf. for his contacts with Locke: Marshall, Locke, Toleration, esp. 481–482. On 
the international resonance of Dutch notions of toleration, in particular at the end of the 
seventeenth and the start of the eighteenth century, see also Antonio Rotondò, Europe et 
Pays-Bas. Evolution, rééleboration et difffusion de la tolerance aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles 
(Florence: Università degli Studi, 1992).

152 Aanwysing I.14, 60, 63–64: “… soo soude grooteliks zijn te verwonderen, indien de 
Kerkelijken in Holland, den selven menschelijken trant ten verderve des Lands konnende, 
niet souden willen, involgen; soo wanneer die tot vermeerdinge van haare eigen profĳijt, 
eere, magt, ende grootheid zoude strekken.”

republished Episcopius’s theological works. He recommended these 
works (as well a hiding place) to an English exile in Holland, who in reply 
honoured  Van Limborch as the addressee of his 1689 Epistola de Toler-
antia. John Locke’s famous intervention in the English debate on tolera-
tion was thus to a large extent also a part of the Dutch Arminian legacy.151

Cultivating Diversity

The theory of toleration of the brothers De la Court shares many of the 
arguments in favour of religious liberty that were raised from Episcopius 
onwards. Yet their tolerationist stance also involves a more inclusive 
dimension in its explicit plea for the connivance of the public exercise of 
a variety of diffferent religions, most importantly Catholicism. Combining 
a principled defence of the freedom of religion with a pragmatic claim 
of the utility of confessional diversity, this plea is an essential element of 
the brothers’ commercial republicanism. Moreover, it is one of the main 
features that set the De la Courts apart from many of their republican 
contemporaries across the North Sea.

The starting-point of the brothers’ conception of toleration is their 
analysis of the roots of intolerance, an analysis that stems directly from 
their reproof of clerical pedantry and imperiousness. Religious persecu-
tion, so the De la Courts argue, is primarily caused by the desire to rule 
over others. When left uncontrolled by the magistracy, clerics are particu-
larly cursed with this imperious desire, and hence they slander and perse-
cute those who disagree with them. A main perpetrator of such “odio 
Theologico” is of course the Catholic Inquisition. Yet “it would be greatly 
surprising when the Clerics in Holland, if they could, would not want to 
follow the same human conduct to the detriment of the Country, when-
ever that should conduce to the increase of their own profĳit, honour, 
power, and greatness”.152 For the De la Courts, there is ample evidence 
that every dominant creed starts to persecute others, even if it has itself 
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153 Politike Weeg-schaal III.I.3, p. 526: “… dit niet te spruiten uit de verkeertheit der 
Religien, maar uit de boosaardigheit der menschen.” Cf. also Politike Discoursen II.IV.5, 
Sinryke Fabulen, 330–331.

154 Aanwysing I.18, p. 83–84: “… de Evangelisse Lesse en de Wet der Natuure: Doe een 
andere niets, dan ’t gunt gy wild dat een ander u doe.” Cf. the title page of William Walwyn, 
The Compassionate Samaritane (s.l. [London], 1644).

155 Sinryke Fabulen, 329, 367: “… den regten weege des waaren Christendoms, bestaande 
in geweld te lijden, ende niet te doen van ende aan andere Menschen, maar te oover-
reeden die men bekeeren wilde, afgedwaald zijnde … eenen reedeliken Christeliken 
Godsdienst, die vremd van alle dwang is.” The last passage refers to Matth. 4:13, Rom. 12, 
and Genesis 10.

156 Aanwysing I.14, p. 61–62, 64: “… den menschen te Leeren ende te Raaden alle 
Christelijke Deugden … bestaande alleen in onse innerlike gedagten der Ziele … innerlik in 
Spiritu & Veritate … daar ook het Evengelium ons leerd, dat sy geene Heeren over 
Menschen, maar der selver Dienaars des Goddeliken woords behoorden te zijn … dese 
quaade heersugtige maximen der Geesteliken … hoe onmogelik het is iemand door dwang 
te doen hoopen, het gunt hy niet kan vatten wel gefondeerd te weesen.”

been a victim of such persecution in the past. In short, intolerance 
does not “stem from the wrongness of Religion, but from the wickedness 
of men”.153

To counter this intrinsic human evil, the De la Courts fĳirstly insist on 
the antidote offfered by Christian revelation as such, unafffected by clerical 
abuse. With a biblical message often used by advocates of toleration, they 
stress that it is both an “Evangelical Lesson and the Law of Nature to do 
nothing unto another but what you want another to do unto you”.154 A quote 
from psalm 73 as well as numerous references to the Old and the New 
Testament serve as a further proof that “a reasonable Christian Religion is 
alien to all coercion”, for “the right path of true Christianity consists of 
enduring and not committing violence to other People”.155 Since the power 
of coercion is exclusively exercised by the civil authorities, Christian min-
isters have no right to use any force but only to teach and advise their 
flock “all the Christian virtues” – narrowly defĳined as the trust in God, the 
hope of a blessed afterlife, and the love of God and of one’s neighbour. 
These virtues are purely internal and voluntary and therefore only mould-
able by peaceful persuasion, for “it is impossible to make someone by 
compulsion hope for something he cannot apprehend to be well-founded”. 
Faith exists “internally in Spiritu & Veritate”, and though the “evil imperi-
ous maxims of the Clergy” infringe this inner Christian spirit and truth, 
“the Gospel teaches us that they ought not be Lords over the People, 
but its Servants, and the Servants of the Word of God”.156 Accordingly, the 
particular order of civil society, the teachings of the Bible and the law 
of nature necessitate that clerics and all other citizens refrain from 
persecution.
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157 Ibidem, 65: “… sulks de gepersecuteerden allesins door dwang vande waerheid des 
publiken Gods-dienst afkeerig, ende in haare eigene dwaalingen halsterrig gemaakt 
werden.” Cf. Politike Discoursen II.IV.3, p. 25.

158 Welvaren 65, p. 144: “Dat dwangh in Religie den Regeerderen seer schadelijck is … dat 
door de vervolgingen de auctoriteit der publijke leeraeren dapper werd gestijft.”

159 Politike Discoursen II.IV.8, p. 57.
160 Justus Lipsius, Politicorum sive civilis doctrinae libri sex (Amsterdam, 1632) IV.2, 

p. 107: “Unionis auctor illa una: & a confusa ea, semper turbae.” See also the short treatise 
De una religione adversus dialogistam liber, written by Lipsius in 1591 to clarify his views on 
persecution and added to most later editions of the Politica.

Apart from contradicting divine, natural, and civil law, religious perse-
cution also proves to be useless and even counterproductive, endangering 
the concord within society. Since individual conscience cannot possibly 
be compelled by humans, the only result of intolerance will be that “the 
persecuted are by compulsion completely made averse of the truth of the 
public Religion and stubborn in their own errors”.157 Civil and religious 
warfare is then the inevitable consequence. Therefore, the sovereign 
(which does possess the power of coercion, at least as regards the outward 
exercise of religion) should equally refrain from persecution. “Compulsion 
in Religion is very detrimental to the Rulers”, for persecution of dissenters 
will only “stifffen” the clerics in their zeal, who will then incite the masses, 
win over members from the government, and ultimately subvert all sta-
bility.158 If anything, “persecutio semen Ecclesiae”, persecution breeds sects: 
instead of engendering unity, it creates a plurality of heresies.159 Intolerance 
thus fundamentally undermines its own objective.

This argument that religious persecution is highly unadvisable from 
the perspective of reason of state makes clear how the brothers De la 
Court depart from the principles of Lipsius’s stoic garden. At the height of 
the confessional warfare during the Dutch Revolt, Lipsius advised politi-
cal rulers to rigorously curtail religious fanaticism in order to safeguard 
social concord. Political stability was essential to protect freedom of con-
science in private, Lipsius insisted, but for that purpose public manifesta-
tions of confessional diversity had to be punished ruthlessly. “One religion 
is the author of unity; and from a confused religion there always grows 
dissension”, as a famous passage in his 1589 Politica runs.160 For Lipsius the 
rational management of society required the forceful implementation of 
one single creed, not for the sake of truth, but for the sake of utility. This 
view provoked an important controversy when his contemporary, the 
polemicist Dirck Coornhert, reacted by stating that such a stance implied 
an unacceptable subordination of the true Word of God to mere political 
expediency. For Coornhert toleration was a moral, Christian imperative, 
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161 On the controversy between Lipsius and Coornhert, see Van Gelderen, Political 
Thought, 251–256. Cf. for the extent of Coornhert’s concept of toleration also Marshall, 
Locke, Toleration, 340.

162 Richard Tuck, “Scepticism and Toleration in the Seventeenth Century,” in Susan 
Mendus (ed.), Justifying Toleration. Conceptual and Historical Perspectives (Cambridge 
etc.: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 21–35: 30.

and because persecution could impossibly compel the inner soul, tolera-
tion was also a necessary means to uphold harmony within society. The 
alternative would be turmoil and strife, and Coornhert maintained that if 
all worship was overseen by the magistracy, the purity of Scripture alone 
would guarantee social peace.161

Lipsius and Coornhert thus articulated diametrically opposed solu-
tions to what Richard Tuck has called “the central dilemma of the age: if 
religious strife and persecution were to be avoided, the power of the state 
in religious matters had to be upheld”.162 The brothers De la Court, 
confronted with the same dilemma, occupy a position that lies some-
where in between. They adopt Lipsius’s perspective of reason of state, but 
discard his plea for persecution as unfeasible and counterproductive. 
Thus they agree to Coornhert’s argument for toleration, yet with a decid-
edly less resounding spiritualist overtone. For the De la Courts the cultiva-
tion of concord implies the curtailment of religious fanaticism, and 
hence the strong supervision by the sovereign of the public religious life. 
At the same time, it also entails a pragmatic acceptance of confessional 
diversity.

The principled pragmatism that underscores the brothers’ tolerationist 
theory is most apparent in the reason of state argument that openness 
towards religious dissenters attracts foreigners and thus increases a state’s 
competitiveness with neighbouring polities. “Freedom or Toleration as 
regards the various external Religions is the most powerful means to 
maintain in Holland many Residents, and to attract foreign Inhabitants 
from the surrounding Countries hither to reside”, as the title of one of 
the key chapters of the Aanwysing announces. Referring to the fate of the 
cities of Lübeck, Cologne, and Aachen, this chapter emphasizes the detri-
ment of religious persecution for those polities that are dependent on 
trade. Commerce is highly volatile and therefore easily chased away; 
because of the importance of religion for every human being, mer-
chants who are persecuted for their beliefs will simply settle in another 
country where they can enjoy greater liberty. This is proven by the deso-
lateness of the German cities, which have since the Reformation lost 
all their former splendour and riches due to the “impiety” of their clergy, 
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163 Aanwysing I.14, p. 59, 65–66: “Dat vryheid ofte Tolerantie omtrent de vesrchillende 
uiterlike Gods-diensten, is het kragtigste middel, om in Holland veele Inwoonders te 
behouden, ende vremde Ingeseetenen uit de omleggende Landen herwaarts ter woone te trek-
ken … leeren, dat het beeter is eene suiver-geloovige ontvolkte, als eene seer vol-rijke, 
geloovige; dog met ketterie besmette Stad te hebben … allen Ingeseetenen in het stuk van 
exercitie der Religien toe te laaten eene grootere vryheid, als sy in andere landen 
genieten.”

164 See Van Gelderen, Political Thought, 255.
165 Brandt, Historie der Reformatie, vol. III: 756 (quoting the 1619 petition): “… dat door 

de vrijheit van conscientie en dulding van verscheide Christelijke gesintheden in de 
Religie, niet alleen dese Landen en insonderheit dese ons stadt Leyden, maer ook versc-
heide andre Landen en Steden, trefffelijk sijn opgesteegen, gebloeit hebben, en als noch 
bloejen; ende dat de geenen, dier contrarie wegen ingingen, verloop van volken en aftrek-
king van vertier, neering en welvaeren hebben geleden.”

166 [Passchier de Fijne], Een broederlicke vermaninge: waer in vertoont wort d’ellende 
onses lieven Vaderlants (s.l., 1624).

167 Vondel, “Haec libertatis ergo, papieren geld geofffert op het auteaer van de 
Hollandsche Vryheyd,” in Werken, vol. III: 333: “Soo tast de koopman tot den elleboogh in 
’t goud.” For Vondel’s views on religious toleration, see Sierhuis, “A Babel Full of Confusion”, 
324–337.

who “teach that it is better to have a pure-religious depopulated Town 
than one that is very populous and religious, but infected with heresy”. 
For De la Court, of course, the opposite is the case. Therefore he insists on 
the usefulness “of granting all Inhabitants a larger freedom in the exercise 
of Religion than they enjoy in other countries”.163 Freedom of religion, in 
short, is an essential element of the liberty that defĳines a true commer cial 
commonwealth.

This explicit connection between religious liberty and commercial 
prosperity did not come out of a void. Coornhert already linked toleration 
to riches,164 and in 1619 the Remonstrant ministers of Leiden similarly 
defended “freedom of conscience and the connivance of several Christian 
convictions” as a means of increasing the population and promoting 
“industry and welfare”.165 Passchier de Fijne, a Leiden minister and one of 
the Remonstrant pamphleteers of the 1620s, also argued that persecution 
undermines prosperity.166 And so did Vondel, who unfavourably com-
pared the bleak fate of repressive Leiden to the more tolerant policy of 
Amsterdam, where “the merchant reaches to the elbow in gold”.167 In 
short, the argument that toleration stimulates prosperity was far from 
new, and importantly, it was raised frequently in Leiden, a city that 
depended heavily on foreign immigration, yet also practised one of the 
most strictly orthodox policies as regards religious dissent.

The brothers De la Court adopted this plea for toleration on commer-
cial grounds and turned it into a general rule, into a political principle of 
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168 Slingsby Bethel, The Present Interest of England Stated (London, 1671), 17. See also 
Idem, The World’s Mistake in Oliver Cromwell (London, 1668), 18–19, and Idem, The Interest 
of Princes and States (London, 1680), 111–113.

169 Locke, “Trade,” in Political Essays, ed. Mark Goldie (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997), 221–222. Goldie mentions that this particular essay draws upon 
Carew Reynal, The True English Interest (London, 1674), a treatise that often refers to the 
Dutch Republic as an example worth imitating, yet without mentioning freedom of reli-
gion. In his 1667 “An Essay on Toleration,” in Essays, ed. Goldie, 134–159, Locke already 
announced “to show what influence toleration is like to have upon the number and indus-
try of your people, on which depends the power and riches of the kingdom.”

170 William Petty, Political Arithmetick (London, 1690), 23–27; Child, A New Discourse of 
Trade, 7, 187.

171 Quoted in Simone Zurbuchen, “Republicanism and Toleration,” in Van Gelderen and 
Skinner (eds.), Republicanism, vol. II: 47–71: 58. For a comparative overview of Dutch and 
English notions of toleration, see Jonathan Israel, “Toleration in Seventeenth-Century 
Dutch and English Thought,” in Simon Groenveld and Michael Wintle (eds.), The Exchange 
of Ideas: Religion, Scholarship and Art in Anglo-Dutch Relations in the Seventeenth Century 
(Zutphen: Walburg Pers, 1994), 13–30.

potentially universal applicability. As a result, this principle would also 
resonate outside of Holland, in particular across the North Sea. The 
English republican Slingsby Bethel, who had been exiled in the Dutch 
Republic and proved to be a keen reader of the De la Courts, took up the 
argument in an anti-Cromwell pamphlet of 1668 and subsequently in his 
1671 treatise The Present Interest of England Stated. Referring directly to 
the Interest van Holland, Bethel insisted that “Imposition upon Conscience, 
hinders the resort of Strangers, and so the encrease of people, [and it] 
drives the soberest, and most industrious sort of Natives into corners, 
leaving trade into too few hands”.168 In a short essay of 1674, Locke too 
mentioned “freedom of religion” as one of the main “promoters of trade”.169 
Towards the end of century, the argument had become a commonplace 
element of political and economic thought in England. William Petty and 
Josiah Child, for example, praised liberty of conscience as one of the main 
causes of Dutch commercial greatness.170 John Toland continued in the 
same vein by stating that “where there is no Liberty of Conscience there 
can be no civil Liberty, no Incouragement of Industry, no proper means of 
rending the contry populous”.171

Yet there is one particular aspect that sets the De la Courts’ plea for 
toleration apart from many of their English contemporaries who advo-
cated religious freedom, from Milton and Harrington to Bethel and Locke: 
their unequivocal acceptance of Catholicism. In England, the Catholic 
minority was mistrusted to such a degree that most Protestant propaga-
tors of toleration insisted that Catholics should not be tolerated. For 
Milton, “Popery” was on a par with “open superstition, which as it  extirpats 
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172 Milton, Areopagitica, 47. For toleration in Milton in theory and literary practice, see 
the essays in Sharon Achinstein and Elizabeth Sauer (eds.), Milton & Toleration (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007).

173 Harrington, Oceana, 81.
174 Bethel, Present Interest, 24.
175 Locke, A Letter Concerning Toleration, ed. Shapiro, 245: “That church can have no 

right to be tolerated by the magistrate, which is constituted upon such a bottom, that all 
those who enter into it, do thereby, ipso facto, deliver themselves up to the protection and 
service of another prince.” For a discussion of Locke’s views on Catholicism, see Marshall, 
Locke, Toleration, 686–694.

176 Around 1656, roughly 15% of the population of Leiden was Catholic: see Jan Wim 
Buisman, “Kerk en samenleving,” in Groenveld et al. (eds.), Leiden, 127–147: 141. On the 
presence and persecution of Catholicism in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic at 
large, see Charles H. Parker, Faith on the Margins. Catholics and Catholicism in the Dutch 
Golden Age (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2008).

177 Aanwysing I.14, p. 60, 66: “… de vryheid van allerley Religien vande Gereformeerde 
verscheelende.”

all religious and civill supremacies, so it self should be extirpat”.172 
Har rington too insisted that religious freedom was only to be granted to 
those “being not Popish, Jewish, nor idolatrous”.173 Bethel even contended 
that “there is a kind of Natural unaptness in the Popish Religion to 
business”, and hence, Catholicism should be banned for the sake of com-
mon prosperity.174 Locke’s position was more ambiguous, yet his argu-
ment that certain citizens cannot possibly remain loyal to the civil 
government because of their allegiance to an external power, suggested 
that Catholics, being dependent on the Vatican, ought not to be tolerated 
by the magistracy.175

In sharp contrast, De la Court promotes “the freedom of all Religions 
difffering from the Reformed”, explicitly referring to Catholicism. Reflecting 
on the substantial Catholic presence in Holland,176 De la Court acknowl-
edges the risk of Catholic commitment to Rome and to the King of Spain, 
the Dutch Republic’s former archenemy. Yet he refutes this oft-raised 
argument and continues to say that the war with Spain is over, and that 
persecution of Catholics would either imply that many wealthy inhabit-
ants are forced to leave the country, or that they become hostile to the 
government.177 It is therefore not toleration, but intolerance that endan-
gers the security and the prosperity of the commonwealth. As De la Court 
explains with a reference to the French historian Jacques-Auguste de 
Thou:

Good dissenting Residents who do well or possess any considerable goods, 
should not be suspected to lapse into such rebellious thoughts that ruin 
Themselves and our Country, as long as one does not make them leave and 
embittered through any persecution, but on the contrary commit them by 
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178 Ibidem III.1, p. 398: “… dat goede dissentierende Ingesetenen, die hier te Lande wel-
vaaren, ofte eenige merkelike goederen besitten, niet behoorden te werden vermoed te 
sullenn vervallen tot soodaanige oproerige, haar Eigen- ende ons Land-verdervende ged-
agten, soo lange men haar door geene vervolginge gaande maakt ende verbitterd; maar in 
teegendeel door soodanige Vryheid, sagte en moderate Regeeringe, verpligt, aan soo 
goede Regeerderen ende Magistraats-persoonen dankbaarheid te bewijsen.”

179 The reference is to the dedication to Henry IV in De Thou, Historia sui temporis, 
3 vols. (Genève, 1626), vol. I: sig. ¶¶ - ¶¶¶4. On De Thou, see Ingrid A.R. de Smet, Thuanus. 
The Making of Jacques-Auguste de Thou (1553–1617) (Genève: Droz, 2006).

180 Aanwysing III.1, p. 398: “… de Heersugtige, oproerige Ingeseetenen, souden werden 
ontbloot van allen aanhang, die sy andersins onder den dekmantel van Religie ligteliker 
souden konnen maaken.”

181 Welvaren 65, p. 145: “… indien sij ale dissentierende tegen ’t geweld der kerckelijcken 
beschermen … sullen alle deselve dapper aen den Regeerderen werden verplicht.”

182 Burgersdijk, Idea oeconomicae et politicae doctrinae II.20, p. 115: “Et diversitas religio-
num inter subditos non evertit unitatem Politicae.” On Burgersdijk’s views on religion, see 
Blom, Morality and Causality, 92–94.

183 Aanwysing III.1, p. 406–407.

such Freedom and a soft and moderate Government to show gratitude to so 
good Rulers and Magistrates.178

The reference in this context to De Thou is important, not only because 
De Thou was a strong critic of religious persecution, but also because he 
embodied the irenicist settlement between Protestants and Catholics in 
France – a model that De la Court suggests is worth imitating.179

De la Court extends the argument in favour of toleration by insist-
ing that toleration would deprive “imperious, rebellious Residents” of all 
the followers that they could otherwise mobilize “under the cloak of 
Religion”.180 Toleration thus serves to enlarge the authority of the sover-
eign, for by “the protection of all dissenters against the violence of the 
ecclesiastics … all the former will be boldly committed to the Rulers”.181 As 
the Leiden professor Burgersdijk had already argued, “diversity of reli-
gions among subjects does not avert unity of Politics”,182 and De la Court 
even maintains that religious uniformity might undermine political unity, 
for the more people agree on matters of faith, the larger the power of the 
clergy.183 The cultivation of religious plurality is therefore an essential 
means of curbing the clerical desire to rule and to safeguard the stability 
and welfare of society.

In line with these judgments, De la Court deplores that the religious 
freedom of the days of the Dutch Revolt has, as he sees it, diminished in 
his age. He characterizes Holland as still much more tolerant than its 
neighbours, yet the “laudable maxim” of toleration has lost ground since 
1618, the year that Calvinist orthodoxy was fĳirmly established. Since then, 
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184 Aanwysing I.18, p. 82–83: “… dat men seederd den Jaare 1618 van die lofffelike maxime 
meer en meer heeft beginnen af te wijken … Het welk niet min onreedelik, als den Lande 
schaadelik is; Want indien wy de voordeelen van haare inwooning en koopmanschap niet 
moogen derven, waarom sullen wy verbien ’t geen den Staat niet schaadelik is.”

185 Politike Discoursen II.IV.8, p. 60–63, 66: “Sulks dit veinzen de seekerste ende waaragtige 
vrugt der wreede vervolgingen is.”

186 See Aanwsying I.14, p. 59 (“vryheid ofte Tolerantie omtrent de verschillende uiterlike 
Gods-diensten”), a passage changed by De la Court into “Verdraagsaamheid omtrent de 
verschillende uiterlike Godsdiensten” when rewriting this chapter (Royal Library The 

Remonstrants and Catholics have been persecuted and chased away, 
“which is not less unreasonable than it is detrimental to the Country. 
For if we cannot lack the advantages of their residence and commerce, 
why should we prohibit that which is not harmful to the State?”184 
Like Episcopius and in clear contrast with many of his English contem-
poraries, De la Court thus unambiguously advocates the toleration of 
Catholicism on the basis of both reasonableness and expediency. 
Moreover, his explicit emphasis on “the freedom of all Religions difffering 
from the Reformed” opens up a wider tolerationist horizon beyond the 
borders of Christianity. The brothers De la Court concentrate on the posi-
tion of Catholics and Remonstrants in the Dutch Republic, but some pas-
sages in their work also comment on the fate of Muslims and Jews in other 
polities, such as the expulsion of the moriscos from Spain and the inquisi-
torial persecution of the Jews in Portugal. The overt religious activity 
of Portuguese Jews in Amsterdam proves that the Inquisition utterly 
failed in its own objectives and only provoked migration and feigned 
conversion, “so that this pretence is the surest and true fruit of the cruel 
persecutions”.185 Intolerance of any creed forcefully breeds hypocrisy 
instead of honesty, it creates nothing but a bleak appearance of religious 
unity at the cost of true faith, concord and prosperity.

The Public Limits to Toleration

The theory of toleration of the brothers De la Court, then, is fairly 
extensive, as it opens up an inclusive model of religious plurality. 
Nonetheless, their idea of toleration also remains strictly limited. These 
limits are imposed by the notion of a single public church. The brothers’ 
conception of toleration basically encompasses the principled recogni-
tion of religious liberty and the pragmatic connivance of various forms of 
worship. Using tolerantie (toleration), verdraagzaamheid (forbearance), 
moderatie (moderation), oogluiking (connivance) and vrijheid van religie 
(freedom of religion) more or less as synonyms,186 the De la Courts make 
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Hague, Ms 393 C22, insertion at p. 59). Cf. also e.g. Ibidem I.18, p. 82 (“Vryheid ofte Tolerantie 
en oogluiking”); Ibidem III.1, p. 398 (“Vryheid ofte Tolerantie van verschillende Gods-
dienstige Vergaderinge en Religien”); and Politike Discoursen I.I.1, p. 31 (“moderatie … 
tolereeren”).

187 Welvaren 11, p. 30: “… vrijheid om sich te erneeren, te studeeren, te woonen, jae selvs 
om God te dienen, ende te bidden soo als sij meenen, sijner Goddelijker Majesteit aen-
genaemst te sullen weesen.”

188 Aanwysing III.2, p. 425: “De Vryheid van Religie ofte Tolerantie aangaande, is kenne-
lik, dat die in Holland onder eene Monarchale ofte Een-hoofdelike Regeeringe niet behoo-
rde verwagt te werden.”

189 Pieter de la Court to the brothers Van der Voort, 20 December 1663, in Kernkamp, 
‘Brieven (1661–1666)’, 148–149: “… vrome eerelike en allesints gehoorsame borgers … te 
buigen en te krommen, inhalen en toegeeven, gelijk hier behoorde te geschieden.” On the 
repression of clandestine Remonstrant congregations in Leiden, see Buisman, “Kerk en 
samenleving,” 137–138. Cf. also the pamphlet Leydsche proceduuren, ofte oprecht ende een-
voudigh verhael, van de onverwachte vervolginge, gepleeght tegen der Remonstranten godts-
dienstige vergaderingen, binnen de stadt Leyden (s.l., 1664).

clear that toleration entails a political permission to worship that is 
granted by the sovereign on the basis of the inviolability of conscience. 
By providing  its citizens the freedom “to serve and to pray to God in 
the way that they think will be most agreeable to His Godly Majesty”, 
a government acknowledges that such freedom is an essential element 
of the natural liberty that all citizens maintain when the civil society 
is established.187 Freedom of worship is therefore an integral part of 
republican liberty, and it is “evident that the freedom of Religion or Tolera-
tion  is  not to be expected in Holland under a Monarchical or Single-
Headed Government”.188 Toleration, in short, is a fundamentally republi-
can principle.

In the De la Courts’ republic, such toleration works on two diffferent 
levels, both within and outside of the public church. First, the theologi-
cal  relativism of the brothers implies a broad, comprehensive public 
church that peacefully integrates all the diffferent tenets of Reformed 
Calvinism without splitting hairs over the adiaphora of faith. This 
Grotian,  irenic program means principally that the Orthodox Calvinists 
and the Remonstrants should be able to fĳind a common ground of shared 
fundamentals under the banner of a single public church. In a letter that 
refers to the clandestine position of the Remonstrant congregations in 
Holland, De la Court stresses that the Remonstrants are basically “pious, 
honest and in all respects obedient citizens”. There is therefore no need 
for repression; rather the aim should be one of “bending and flexing, 
drawing in and giving in”. In short, all law-abiding Calvinists should 
come together in one church based on compromise and harmony.189 
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190 Aanwysing I.14, p. 63: “… alsoo kennelik in alle Landen voor de gemeene rust 
noodsaakelik is, dat eene Religie booven alle andere prevaleere, ende dienvolgende door 
den Staat allezins geautoriseerd, beschermd, begonstigd, en gevorderd werde; soo nogtans 
dat des niettemin de oefffeningen van andere Religien onder en tussen eenigsins publijke-
lijk getollereerd, immers niet vervolgd, werden.”

191 Politike Discoursen I.I.1, p. 31–32: “Maar verdeeldheid van Religie onder Regenten, moet 
boven alle geschout werden.” Cf. also Aanwysing II.15, p. 382.

192 Politike Discoursen II.IV.3, p. 24: “Dog dewijl een Land aller vreedsaamst is, ende best 
bloeid, daar de oefffeningen van alle Gods-diensten werden toe-gelaten … soo moet de 
Ooverheid die voor soo veel toe-laaten, als haar Gods-dienst onschaadelik is. En ooversulks 
behoord de Ooverheid, den dwaalenden, wel te verbieden, de regt-geloovige te misleiden, 
of in soo groote meenigte by-een te komen, dat sy de Politie souden konnen schaaden: 
maar niet, dat sy bedektelik, ende in kleinen getale hun Gods-dienst oefffenen.”

This church, overseen by the magistracy, will enjoy uncontested primacy 
in the public realm. “It is in all Countries evidently necessary for the com-
mon tranquillity”, De la Court maintains, “that one Religion prevails 
above all others, and that it is therefore fully authorized, protected, 
favoured and propagated by the State, in such a way that nonetheless the 
practices of other Religions are meanwhile somewhat publicly tolerated, 
namely not persecuted”.190 This means that there is also room for tolera-
tion at the second level, outside of the limits of the public church, whereby 
dissenters can practice their faith in private without having to fear for 
persecution. Yet this second level of toleration does not imply the equal-
ity of all churches. Given that church and state are not separated, the sin-
gle public church always maintains its exceptional status above other 
private congregations.

This exceptional status requires that all members of the government 
adhere to the public church. As the De la Courts stress, “disagreement of 
Religion among Regents must be shunned above all”.191 Toleration does 
therefore not extend to the realm of politics – which in the Dutch context 
means that Catholics, Anabaptists, or Lutherans (let alone Jews) should 
not be permitted to participate in political decision-making. Moreover, 
the De la Courts argue that

while a Country is most peaceful and flourishes best when the practice of all 
Religions is permitted … the Government should permit these as much, as is 
undamaging to its Religion. Consequently, the Government should forbid 
those who err to mislead the true-believer or to come together in such a 
large number that they could damage Politics, but it should not forbid that 
they practice their Religion covertly and in small number.192

In other words, toleration does not imply that every creed can establish 
its own church in the public realm. Instead, it involves the claim that 
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193 Aanwysing I.18, p. 83: “Voorwaar indien men in de Steeden niet dan kleine vergaade-
ringen, ten huise van bekende Borgers, onder Priesters den Regeerders aangenaam, toeliet; 
soo souden die vexatien ophouden, en onder de goede Ingeseetenen vreede en vriendsc-
hap, jaa selfs de waare Religie meer en meer toe neemen.”

194 Ibidem III.1, p. 408–409: “… de Gereformeerde Religien, niet door dwang, maar door 
moderate sagte middelen, onder haare goede dissentierende Ingesetenen voort planten 
sullen.”

195 Locke, Letter Concerning Toleration, 215.
196 Aanwysing I.14, p. 66–67: “… datter geen grooter kenteeken van een valsche Religie, 

immers dat men sig op de waarheid van dien niet derfde verlaaten, konde zijn, dan de dis-
sentierende te vervolgen. Sulks blijkt, dat de vryheid van Religien niet alleen voor het 
Gemeene Land, maar insonderheid voor de Gereformeerde Religie, die op haar klaare 
waarheid kan en behoorde te steunen, seer voordeelig soude weesen.” Cf. Politike 
Discoursen I.I.1, p. 31.

there is one true religion, supported by the state, while all who dissent 
from that religion are allowed to assemble in private under the strict 
condition that they refrain from infringing the social order. This leads 
to the paradox that dissenting groups should be concealed, but also 
observable and controllable by the civil authorities. Accordingly, Cath-
olics  in Holland are to be permitted “in none but small assemblies, at 
the home of known Citizens with Priests agreeable to the Rulers”. In this 
situation the “vexations would end, and among the good Residents, 
peace and friendship, yes even the true Religion would augment more 
and more”.193

The freedom of worship that the De la Courts advocate thus offfers the-
oretical support for the actual practice of confessional connivance in the 
Dutch Republic, the existence of schuilkerken in which dissenters were 
allowed to exercise their faith covertly but recognizably. The brothers’ 
plea for toleration can be characterized as a rationalization of this peace-
ful endurance of religious plurality for the sake of maintaining social con-
cord. The De la Courts argue that through such connivance, the civil 
authorities “will propagate the Reformed Religion among their good dis-
senting Residents, not through compulsion, but through moderate, soft 
means”.194 Toleration is supportive of the one true faith, and instead of 
provoking religious pluralism, it eventually facilitates the victory of truth. 
Locke famously esteemed “toleration to be the chief characteristical mark 
of the true church”;195 likewise, the De la Courts insist

that there could be no greater sign of a false Religion than to persecute 
those who dissent, for then one does not dare to rely on its truth. So it is 
clear that the freedom of Religion would not only be very benefĳicial to the 
Common Land, but especially for the Reformed Religion, which can and 
should lean on its evident truth.196
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197 On toleration in Collegiant thought, see Andrew C. Fix, Prophecy and Reason. The 
Dutch Collegiants in the Early Enlightenment (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 
113–132.

198 Israel, “Toleration in Dutch and English Thought,” 25.
199 Mark Goldie, ‘The Civil Religion of James Harrington’, in Pagden, Languages of 

Political Theory, 197–222: 200.
200 Walsham, Charitable Hatred, 238.

Overall, then, the theory of toleration of the brothers De la Court 
stems neither from a sceptical, Pyrrhonist attitude that certainty and 
agreement  in religious matters are beyond human reach (the position 
later adopted by Pierre Bayle), nor from the universalistic claim, 
popular among Collegiant circles in the Dutch Republic, that a single 
true Christian church does not yet exist.197 Instead, their theory is based 
on the fundamental assumption that in due course, the Reformed church 
will be perceived as true by all on account of its moderation and 
leniency – that is, by virtue of its true interpretation of God’s Word. Unity, 
not diversity, is therefore the foundation of the brothers’ tolerationist 
zeal, even though they embrace religious pluralism more openly than 
many of their contemporaries, especially when it comes to the explicit 
acceptance of Catholicism. In this sense, their plea for religious freedom, 
though remarkably silent about any theological issues, remains thor-
oughly religious in inspiration. Israel has rightly observed that the repub-
lican toleration of the brothers De la Court is “markedly secular in 
character”,198 and indeed, the reason of state arguments that underpin 
their views on religious dissent involve a largely secular approach 
towards matters of faith. However, it should be stressed that this secular 
emphasis stems from a religious agenda. In the words of Mark Goldie: 
“It is not of course inapt to speak of the emergence of secular political 
theory: the mistake is to speak disjunctively. For secularization was 
an evangelical pursuit, it was the working out of a central idea in the 
thought of the Reformers, the ‘priesthood of all believers’.”199 Or, to quote 
Alexandra Walsham on the debate on toleration in seventeenth-century 
England: “It is generally impossible to draw a neat line between the 
‘religious’ and ‘secular’ elements of contemporary discourse on this con-
troversial issue: the prudential, no less than the philosophical points 
made by its advocates can rarely be abstracted from the Christian frame-
work within which they were enunciated.”200 The same should be said 
of the points made by the brothers De la Court: when he revised 
the Aanwysing for a new edition to clarify his views, De la Court emphati-
cally stressed that toleration “does neither go against Reason, nor against 
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201 See the insertion at p. 59 of Royal Library The Hague, Ms 393 C22: “Ende dat het 
selfde nog teegen de Reden, nog teegen de H: Schriften strijd.” De la Court rewrote the 
entire chapter on toleration, which reveals how much importance he attached to this 
issue.

202 Cf. Marshall, Locke, Toleration, 357.
203 Lotte Hellinga et al. (eds.), The Bookshop of the World. The Role of the Low Countries 

in the Book-Trade 1473–1941 (’t Goy-Houten: Hes & De Graaf, 2001); C. Berkvens-Stevelinck 
et al. (eds.), Le magasin de l’univers. The Dutch Republic as the Centre of the European Book 
Trade (Leiden etc.: Brill, 1992).

Scripture”.201 In short, he stressed that his idea of toleration was both 
secular and evangelical.

Epilogue: From Freedom of Religion to Freedom of Speech?

The importance of the De la Courts’ plea for religious toleration lies in 
particular in their groundbreaking comprehensive combination of difffer-
ent arguments that had previously been raised separately. Merging a prin-
cipled defence of religious freedom based on divine revelation and natural 
law with a pragmatic plea for toleration on behalf of civic harmony and 
economic prosperity, the brothers set the standard for a range of tolera-
tionist writings that would appear throughout the following decades.202 
At the same time, their characterization of the dangers of clerical dema-
gogy and their insistence on the triumphant purity of God’s Word reveal 
that their views on religious freedom and social concord cannot be sepa-
rated from the crucial notion of public communication. To what extent 
does the De la Courts’ conception of freedom of conscience also entail a 
committed defence of freedom of speech? This closing epilogue argues 
that the brothers’ idea of free speech stems from the rhetoric that they 
employ in reaction to censorship and repression in the Dutch Republic. 
Returning to the issue of mercantile parrhèsia, it shows how their rhetoric 
of free speech entails a paradoxical account of what it means to be toler-
ant in conversation, aiming for the Erasmian goal of concord through 
decisively non-Erasmian outspokenness. Overall, this paradox would seal 
the fate of the De la Courts’ participation in the public debate.

During the seventeenth century, there was relatively little preventive 
censorship in the Dutch Republic, while repressive measures after the 
publication of a work often proved to be unsuccessful. As a result, the 
Republic became a hotbed for the international publishing industry, 
lauded with the epithets of “the bookshop of the world” or, in Voltaire’s 
words, “le magasin de l’univers”.203 Nevertheless, principled pleas in favour 
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204 Enno van Gelder, Getemperde vrijheid, 236.
205 Joris van Eijnatten, “Van godsdienstvrijheid naar mensenrecht. Meningsvorming 

over censuur en persvrijheid in de Republiek, 1579–1795,” BMGN 118, 1 (2003), 1–21.
206 Cf. Enno van Gelder, Getemperde vrijheid, 250–253; Van Eijnatten, “Van godsdien-

stvrijheid naar mensenrecht,” 5–6.
207 Politike Weeg-schaal, “Inleyding,” 2: “Jaa die gewoon zijn haaren nek onder het jok 

der Europise Koningen te buygen, gaan nog verder, als zy leeren (Libera lingua sat est, cui 
tacuisse licet. Owen) Dat een tong die zwijgen mag, vryheids genoeg heeft. Maar de Volkeren 
die in Europa de Vryheid gewoon waren, hebben ons ter contrarie geleerd … (In libera 
civitate etiam linguam liberam esse oportere,) Dat in een vrye Republik, de tong ook 

of liberty of speech were, in spite of this flourishing practice of a free 
press, largely absent from the Dutch debate. There was no Dutch counter-
part of Milton’s Areopagitica, nor even a sign of any direct influence of 
this key treatise in the Netherlands. By way of an explanation, it has been 
argued that the relative absence of censorship in the Dutch Republic ren-
dered any theoretical arguments in favour of free speech redundant.204 
A more perceptive interpretation highlights that the modern concept of 
liberty of speech and of the press as an inviolable human right only 
became common towards the end of the eighteenth century.205 Yet for all 
the insightfulness of such an assertion, little attention has been paid to 
the way in which seventeenth-century Dutch publicists, by the very act of 
writing, negotiated the extent of freedom of speech that an author could 
claim within the pubic debate. Instead of searching in vain for the roots of 
the modern conception of liberty of speech, it might therefore be more 
fruitful to look at how early-modern writers, through entering the politi-
cal debate, defĳined a domain of what could be expressed in public.

The brothers De la Court, writing in the vernacular and addressing 
large segments of society, evidently attempted to engage a broad, popular 
audience in issues of abstract politics. Thus far historians have main-
tained that the issue of freedom of speech is almost entirely absent from 
the republican thought of the De la Courts, but this attempt to appeal to a 
wide audience clearly aimed to extend the political debate beyond the 
erudite echelons of society.206 Indeed, in the prefaces to the Politike Weeg-
schaal and the Politike Discoursen, the brothers justify their literary 
endeavour by asserting explicitly that in a true republic, all tongues and 
printing presses should be free. “Those who are used to bow their necks 
under the yoke of European Kings” might follow the maxim of the popular 
satirist John Owen “that a tongue is free enough when licensed to be silent”. 
However, “the peoples in Europe who were used to Liberty” teach the 
direct opposite: as even Tiberius acknowledged in Sallust’s account, “in a 
free Republic, also the tongue should be free”.207 With the inclusion of 
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behoorde vry te weezen.” The quotes are from Owen, Epigrammata III.74, and Sallust, De 
vita Caesarum, Tiberius 28. Cf. also Politike Discoursen, “Voor-Reeden,” sig. *2v.

208 Pieter de la Court to Johan de Witt, 3 October 1662, in Brieven aan Johan de Witt, ed. 
Japikse, vol. II: 112: “… soodanige proceduren der kerkeliken niet alleen schynen te strek-
ken, om der gemeene ingeseetenen vryheid uit te blusschen, die nu meer als ooit ten voor-
deele des Vaderlands ende der vrye regeeringe in alle manieren behoorde te werden 
opgewekt, maar ook kennelik souden dienen, om te vorderen haar gemachineerd 
Imperium in imperio.”

209 Johan de Witt to Pieter de Groot, 19 January 1663, in Brieven van Johan de Witt, ed. N. 
Japikse, 4 vols. (Amsterdam, 1906–1913), vol. II: 472: “De saecke van monsr. De la Court … 
Het is, mijns oordeels, een misslach glorie te scheppen en te willen trecken uut wercken, 
die niet in allen deele geconditionneert sijn volgens de placcaeten van het landt.”

these quotes at the very start of their works, the De la Courts suggested 
that freedom of speech is an integral element of republican liberty, and 
that the establishment of ‘True Liberty’ had facilitated the unhindered 
enjoyment of such freedom.

Yet in actual censorship policies, the regime of ‘True Liberty’ had 
proven to be anything but lenient. The anti-Socinian edict of 1653 and a 
comparable decree issued in 1656 to counter the spread of Cartesian phi-
losophy showed that the De la Courts’ eulogy of republican freedom of 
speech was hardly met by reality. The Politike Discoursen was offfĳicially 
banned by the Leiden consistory and the Aanwysing even outlawed by the 
States of Holland, albeit with limited success. Hence, the brothers’ accla-
mation of free speech should not only be seen as an appeal to increase 
popular participation in the debate, but also as a rhetorical request to the 
civil authorities to tolerate their writings under the banner of true repub-
lican liberty and in opposition to ecclesiastical interference. This request 
entailed more than mere rhetoric. When reprimanded by the Leiden con-
sistory for his publications, De la Court turned directly to Johan De Witt 
to ask for his political backing. In a letter to the Grand Pensionary, he 
denounced “those procedures of the clerics [that] do not only seem to 
conduce to extinguish the freedom of the common inhabitants … but 
[that] also, apparently, seem to serve to claim their machinated Imperium 
in imperio”.208 Yet this request for intervention was in vain. De Witt dis-
cussed “the case of monsr. De la Court” with their mediator Pieter de Groot, 
and his eventual reply was short and clear: “It is, to my opinion, a mistake 
to make and try to obtain glory from works that are not generally condi-
tioned according to the proclamations of the country.”209 The offfĳicial ver-
sion of True Liberty, in short, did not involve unlimited freedom of speech.

De la Court therefore had to reconcile himself with the Leiden consis-
tory, which admonished him to “uphold the honour of the church in all 
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210 Pieter de la Court to the brothers Van der Voort, 18 September 1663, in Kernkamp 
(ed.), “Brieven (1661–1666),” 128: “… ik meen niet, sij sullen hebben gemeend, dat de eere 
der predikanten de eerde der kerke zij en dat die in alle manieren moet opgehouden zijn. 
Warelik dit is wel ’t gevoelen der papisten, niet het mijn, nog onser kerke, welkers eer ter 
contrarie daarin bestaat, dat sij niet op het leeve of leere der predikanten, maar op het 
ware Evangelium, al waar ’t dat de Duivel het predikte, gefondeerd is.”

211 Royal Library The Hague, Ms 393 C22, insertion at p. 59, p. 32: “Soo is voorwaar geen 
wonder, dat soodanige Dwingende kerkelike Leeraars, in alle Landen van der Wereld, by 
alle Verstandige ende Wereldwyse Ingeseetenen, werden gehouden warelik Heersugtige, 
Leuje, lekkere, sorgelose, dertele, en niet dan in enkele schyn, heilige menschen te zyn.”

events”. He complied with this reprimand, but his comments in a subse-
quent letter to his brothers-in-law are revealing:

I do not think that they have meant that the honour of the ministers is the 
honour of the church, and that the former should be upheld by all means. 
Truly, this is the attitude of the papists, not mine, nor the one of our church, 
whose honour, in contrast, does not consist of its foundation on the lives or 
doctrine of the ministers, but of its foundation on the true Gospel, even 
when the Devil would preach it.210

With this powerful statement, De la Court clarifĳied once more that his 
anti-clericalism did not concern the Reformed church as an institution 
but rather the conduct of its ministers. He claimed to defend the purity of 
Scripture as the only foundation of the true church against clerical con-
tamination. In line with this judgment, De la Court became more and 
more outspoken and explicit in his rhetorical assault on the clergy after 
his repeated clashes with the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Whereas the anti-
clerical language of the Interest van Holland was still relatively reserved, it 
became much more explicit in the Aanwysing and even more so in the 
rewritten version of this work, which categorically rebuked the “Coercive 
ecclesiastical Ministers” as “truly Imperious, Lazy, gourmet, careless, frisky, 
and only in sheer appearance holy people”.211 With such fervent criticism 
of the clergy the brothers De la Court evidently tried to claim a relatively 
large domain of freedom of speech in the public arena.

Nonetheless, there are also clear boundaries to this domain of free 
speech. These boundaries are set by the inviolability of Scripture, as 
becomes clear from De la Court’s reaction to a crucial event in 1668. That 
year, Adriaen Koerbagh became the fĳirst real victim of the repression dur-
ing the ‘True Liberty’ era. Koerbagh was the author of a number of highly 
unconventional works, particularly Een bloemhof van allerley lieflijkheyd 
sonder verdriet [“A Garden of All Kinds of Loveliness without Sorrow”], 
a rationalist dictionary that intended to purify Dutch language from 
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212 [Adriaen Koerbagh], Een bloemhof van allerley lieflijkheyd sonder verdriet (Leiden, 
1668). Most of the copies of this work were destroyed immediately after publication, yet 
De la Court’s son owned a copy, which therefore probably had belonged to his father: 
Library, fol. 30. On Koerbagh, see in particular Michiel Wielema, “Adriaan Koerbagh: 
Biblical Criticism and Enlightenment,” in Wiep van Bunge (ed.), The Early Enlightenment 
in the Dutch Republic, 1650–1750 (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 61–80.

213 Quoted in Israel, Radical Enlightenment, 190.
214 Pieter de la Court to the brothers Van der Voort, 21 July 1668, in Kernkamp (ed.), 

“Brieven (1667–1683),” 29–30: “… alle wijse luiden haar moeten beschuldigen van groot 
onverstand en onvoorsigtigheid en ook van boosheid.”

215 Laurens Klinkhamer, Vryheydt van spreecken in de gemeynte der geloovigen (Leiden, 
1655), 229: “… het eenige middel, om waere Vreede en Eenigheydt onder den Christenen te 
onderhouden, en alle secten en gedeeltheeden te minderen.” On Klinkhamer, see Fix, 
Prophecy and Reason, 177–180.

obscure, dogmatic terminology.212 According to the church authorities, 
this work was full of “blasphemous remarks about God, our Saviour Jesus 
Christ, the Son of God, and the divine and perfect Word of the Lord”.213 
When Koerbagh tried to publish another work clandestinely, he was 
betrayed, arrested, and condemned to ten years in prison, where he died 
within a few months. De la Court must have known Koerbagh, at least 
indirectly, since both were friends of Van Berkel, the translator of Hobbes’ 
Leviathan. Moreover, a few years earlier, Koerbagh had clearly sided with 
De la Court in the debate over the public prayer and the sovereignty over 
church afffairs. Yet this time, De la Court did not share Koerbagh’s stance, 
on the contrary. When he heard of Koerbagh’s arrest, he insisted that “all 
wise men should accuse him of large mindlessness and imprudence and 
also of evilness”. De la Court did not agree with the form of punishment, 
for as he said, a fĳine would have sufffĳiced for this kind of intellectual 
offfence. However, he unambiguously rejected Koerbagh’s public under-
mining of Christian dogma.214

This judgment reveals the distance that separates the De la Courts 
from two controversial intellectual currents that developed a diffferent 
conception of free speech in this period. The fĳirst is the movement of the 
Collegiants, a group of “Christians without a church” who advocated 
an “assembly of believers” in which all were allowed to articulate their 
interpretation of Scripture. As Laurens Klinkhamer, a prominent Leiden 
spokesman of the Collegiants, argued, the freedom to publicly express 
one’s opinion about Scripture is “the only means to maintain true Peace 
and Unity among Christians and to reduce all sects and divisions”.215 
For the Collegiants, such a free debate on theological matters and the 
abolishment of any ecclesiastical hierarchy would eventually bring all 
Christians together in the spiritual contemplation of divine revelation. 
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216 Spinoza, Tractatus Theologico-Politicus XX, esp. p. 293–294, 299. Cf. Van den Enden, 
Kort verhael, 68–83. For the importance of the Koerbagh afffair for Spinoza, see Steven 
Nadler, Spinoza. A Life (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 264–270.

217 Spinoza, Tractatus Theologico-Politicus XX, p. 291. The phrase is from Tacitus, 
Histories I.I.4.

218 Politike Weeg-schaal I.I.33, p. 161.

For the De la Courts, instead, social concord and the truth of God’s Word 
can only be maintained if all issues of theological debate are left exclu-
sively to the judgment of the sovereign.

The second intellectual current from which the De la Courts difffered 
was the more radical circle of freethinkers who gathered around Spinoza. 
Signifĳicantly, Koerbagh’s gruesome fate was one of the main reasons for 
Spinoza to include a principled defence of libertas philosopandi, the “lib-
erty to philosophize”, in the Tractactus Theologico-Politicus. Accord ing to 
Spinoza, the unenforceability of conscience implies that all individuals 
have the right to express their opinions in public, as long as they do so 
rationally and without contradicting the sovereign’s authority. Spinoza 
famously insists, following his teacher Van den Enden, that such freedom 
of speech does not endanger the peace and stability of society, indeed 
that a commonwealth cannot maintain concord if citizens are not allowed 
to say what they think.216 This freedom of expression also applies to the 
contents of Scripture, and Spinoza’s Tractatus can be characterized as a 
radical exercise in such free biblical hermeneutics. In clear contrast, for 
the brothers De la Court divine revelation is utterly beyond public debate. 
In order to preserve the purity of Scripture, not only should clerics be 
thwarted in their political designs, but also writers such as Koerbagh who 
undermine the Christian articles of faith and thus create confusion, dis-
cord, and strife. Freedom of speech thus ends where God’s Word begins.

This fundamental diffference between Spinoza and the De la Courts is 
well captured by their distinct use of the same phrase of Tacitus: rara tem-
porum felicitate, ubi sentire quae velis et quae sentias dicere licet, “rare is 
the happiness of times when it is allowed to think as you want and to say 
what you think”. Spinoza employs this saying prominently as the motto of 
his last, conclusive argument in the Tractatus that freedom of speech 
should be safeguarded by the sovereign.217 The De la Courts quote these 
words in a diffferent context, namely in explicit relation to the dangers of 
speaking the truth at a monarchical court.218 Spinoza’s universal principle 
of freedom of thought and expression, in particular as regards biblical 
criticism, instead involves for the De la Courts an anti-monarchical 
message: it is kings who should be criticized, not Scripture. In other 
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219 Cf. Remer, Humanism and the Rhetoric of Tole ration, 43–101.

words, for the De la Courts the Tacitean maxim “to think as you want and 
to say what you think” signifĳies republican parrhèsia, the ability to tell 
the truth and to reveal, like Actaeon, the nakedness of the unconcealed 
desire to rule.

The De la Courts’ conception of free speech, then, amounts to the 
kind of rhetoric that the brothers themselves employ in their work. 
Freedom of speech does not mean that everything can be expressed in 
public, since certain statements, specifĳically those touching on religious 
dogma, endanger the public peace. Instead, freedom of speech means 
speaking frankly, independent of monarchical might. In this sense, it 
forms an integral part of republican liberty and it is in itself conducive to 
such liberty, for a republic can only prosper if criticism of monarchical 
pretensions is allowed. In writing and publishing their treatises and per-
forming exactly such criticism, the brothers De la Court aim to vindicate 
this conception of free speech. By being outspoken and candid in their 
disapproval of kings, courtiers and clerics, they attempt to prove that the 
magistracy should tolerate such frankness for the sake of the survival of 
the commonwealth.

The De la Courts hereby suggest that the connivance of an open debate 
eventually facilitates the public victory of truth. The underlying, implicit 
justifĳication of their involvement in the Dutch debate is that outspoken-
ness in conversation, “calling a spade a spade”, leads to an environment in 
which the truth, their truth, can ultimately triumph. The rhetoric of tol-
eration that the De la Courts employ does therefore not adopt the human-
ist, Erasmian ideal of entering a conversation with decorum and modesty, 
trying to argue on both sides of a case in order to fĳind common ground 
between seemingly incompatible arguments.219 On the contrary, the broth-
ers De la Court envisage a public arena of debate in which opinions will 
prevail on account of their competitive value, that is, on account of their 
truth and outspokenness. Their model is based on the assumption that 
toleration is enhanced by frank speech, by clearly establishing one’s own 
position and using plain and vivid language to repudiate the adversary. 
Only when diffferences are explicitly pronounced is there room to fĳind 
common ground. Toleration, in short, is a matter of monologue, not of 
dialogue.

The intrinsic contradiction of this rhetoric of toleration lies behind the 
ultimate failure of the De la Courts’ attempt to win the hearts and minds 
of the middle ground in the Dutch debate. This contradiction arises out of 
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220 Sinryke Fabulen, 725: “Politiek Martelaars,” implicitly referring to Johan van 
Oldenbarneveldt and the brothers De Witt.

221 Seneca, Thyestes, vss. 391–403, trans. Frank Justus Miller, quoted in Politike Weeg-
schaal I.III.11, p. 273–274, and in Sinryke Fabulen, 224: “Stet quicunque volet potens/aulæ 
culmine lubrico,/me dulcis saturet quies/ … Illi mors gravis incubat/qui notus nimis omni-
bus/ignotus moritur sibi.”

222 Kernkamp (ed.), “Brieven (1667–1683),” 88–89, note 4: “Hier rust La Court die 
Hollands Magt, Regt, Intrest heeft verweert/Bedrog van Graaf, Prins, Hofff, ontdekt, en 
Burgerpligt geleert/Die in des Werelts-Staat, en Nêerlandts-Policy,/Aanwijst Tyrannen 
Overlast en Dwingelandij.”

223 Joachim Oudaan, Poëzy, 3 vols. (Amsterdam, 1712), vol. I: 339–340: “Daar valt de 
pen van ’t blad, die, met zig op te scherpen,/’t Agamemnonische Mycenen om wouw 
werpen/ … Op dat de Vryheid zig een woning vesten zouw/ … Een ander mag den grond 
pollysten en plaveijen.”

their endeavour to adopt the Erasmian agenda of concord, yet to achieve 
that agenda by employing a decisively non-Erasmian rhetoric based on 
confrontation. Directly challenging clerical demagogy, the brothers 
engage in a similar form of populist speech as that which they deride, a 
rhetoric that is more akin to a Calvinist sermon than to a polite humanist 
exchange of ideas. Eventually, this paradox proved fatal for the De la 
Courts’ engagement in the public debate: their works were banned by the 
church, the political establishment around De Witt soon withdrew its 
patronage, and among the general public they only met with opposition 
and contempt. Before long, the brothers De la Court did indeed end up 
like a modern Actaeon.

It was a fate that the De la Courts were prepared to bear. In the very last 
fable of the Sinryke Fabulen, written in the last years of his life, De la Court 
insisted that if one has lived in sincerity and for the sake of truth, regard-
less the disdain of others, there is no reason to fear death, following the 
brave example of the “Political Martyrs” of the recent Dutch past who had 
paid with their lives for defying the House of Orange.220 “Let him stand 
who will, in pride of power, on empire’s slippery height; let me be fĳilled 
with sweet repose”, De la Court quoted from Seneca’s Thyestes. “On him 
does death lie heavily, who, but too well known to all, dies to himself 
unknown”.221 With this stoic message, De la Court delivered his swan-
song. Buried in the New Church at the heart of Amsterdam, an anony-
mous elegy recalled his achievements in teaching “civic duty” and 
unmasking the “Burden and Oppression of Tyranny”.222 In similar vein, 
another sympathetic mind praised how De la Court’s sharpened pen had 
attempted to overthrow “Agamemnon’s Mycenae” so that “Liberty would 
build itself a new home” – even though the groundwork of this republican 
stronghold still remained to be “polished and paved”.223
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